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Abstract
Oriented cell intercalation is an essential developmental process that shapes
tissue morphologies through the directional insertion of cells between their
neighbors. Intercalary behaviors in the early Drosophila embryo occur through a
remodeling of cell topologies, with cells contracting shared AP interfaces to a
single point, followed by newly juxtaposed DV cells constructing
horizontally-oriented interfaces between them. Previous research has focused on
properties of cell-cell interfaces, and led to a model in which actomyosin networks
mediate higher line tensions at AP interfaces to direct contraction. However, the
contribution of tricellular vertices to tissue elongation remains unclear. This study
shows that cell intercalation uses a novel sliding vertex mechanism that physically
couples vertices to radially-oriented forces. Through live imaging and quantitative
analysis it was observed that the motion of vertices at contracting interfaces is not
coupled, but instead vertices demonstrate strong radial coupling across the area of
cells. The vertices of AP junctions show independent sliding behaviors along the
cell periphery to produce the topological deformations responsible for
intercalation. AP junctions undergo ratcheted length changes that are coordinated
with cell area oscillations. These results suggest a model in which oscillations in
cell area direct the progressive, ratcheted motion of individual vertices to drive
oriented cell intercalation and tissue extension in the Drosophila epithelium.
In a second study, analysis of germband extension in 4D revealed that interface
contraction and T2 formation can initiate from any point along on the apical-basal
ii
axis, including basolateral regions microns away from the apical caps that host
major Myosin II populations. Intriguingly, interface contractions transition
smoothly into elongations without systematic T2 waiting times and at similar
contraction and elongation speeds, suggesting that a common mechanism may
underlie both phases of intercalation. This study also showed that the major
component of tissue elongation arises from the growth of new interfaces.
In a third study, the focus was on the role of membrane trafficking during
germband extension. The results of this study showed that Rab35 compartments
are enriched at contractile interfaces of intercalating cells. When Rab35 function is
disrupted, apical area oscillations still occur and contractile steps are observed.
However, contractions are followed by reversals and interfaces fail to shorten,
demonstrating that Rab35 functions as a ratchet ensuring unidirectional
movement. Finally, Rab35 represents a common contractile cell-shaping
mechanism, as mesoderm invagination fails in Rab35 compromised embryos and
Rab35 localizes to constricting surfaces.
In a fourth and final study, the functional requirements for exocyst complex
function during cell division in vivo was investigated, and a common mechanism
that directs anaphase cell elongation and cleavage furrow progression during cell
division was demonstrated. The results of this study show that onion rings (onr)
and funnel cakes (fun) encode the Drosophila homologs of the Exo84 and Sec8
exocyst subunits, respectively. In onr and fun mutant cells, cytokinesis is disrupted
early in furrow ingression, leading to cytokinesis failure. Computational analysis
was used to quantitatively compare wild-type versus onr and fun mutant cells. The
results demonstrate that anaphase cell elongation is grossly disrupted in cells that
are compromised in exocyst complex function. Additionally, compared to wild-
type, onr and fun mutant cells have a greatly reduced rate of surface area growth
specifically during cell division.
iii
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A common characteristic of many tissues and organisms is an elongation along
a primary dimensional axis. The oriented intercalation of cells is one of the
fundamental mechanisms utilized to direct tissue elongation [35]. Tissue elongation
is essential to the shaping of an elongated body axis [35, 30], as well as the
development of many internal organs, such as the palate, cochlea, gut, and kidney
[10, 64, 67, 42]. Epithelial cell intercalation drives elongation of the Drosophila
body axis during gastrulation (Fig. 1.1A and B), in a process known as germband
extension (GBE; [30]). The intercalary behaviors driving GBE occur through a
remodeling of cell topologies, with cells contracting shared anterior-posterior (AP,
vertical or T1) interfaces to a single point, followed by newly juxtaposed
dorsal-ventral (DV) cells constructing horizontally-oriented interfaces between
them (Fig. 1.1C; [30, 4, 5, 13, 31]). This is referred to as a topological T1 process,
and results in a cumulative contraction of the embryonic epithelium along the DV
axis, which helps to drive a perpendicular elongation along the AP axis.
In addition to T1 processes there are higher order intercalation events known
as rosettes [5]. Rosettes form when multiple linked vertical interfaces contract to
bring 5 or more cells into a single vertex (Fig. 1.1C) and rosettes resolve into
1
Figure 1.1: GBE occurs via cell intercalation. (A) Illustration of the germband
tissue elongating towards the posterior and folding upward and around to the dorsal
side of the embryo. Anterior, posterior, dorsal, and ventral are labeled A, P, D,
and V respectively. Illustration is modified from [66]. (B) Intercalation shown
through time lapse images of the germband with rows of cells tracked and colored.
(C) Illustration of a type T1 process (top) and a rosette (bottom). Illustration is
modified from [66]. Scale bars are 10 µm.
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multiple elongating horizontal interfaces. Rosettes will not be a topic covered in
this dissertation which is primarily focused on T1 processes.
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. The first four chapters of this
dissertation (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion) are each composed of
three different main sections corresponding to three different projects on germband
extension. The fifth and final chapter is based on a project on an entirely different
system, cytokinesis, and contains its own Intro, Methods, Results, and Discussion
sections.
1.1 Uncoupled Vertex Sliding
Previous research into the genetic factors associated with GBE has shown that
global polarizing cues from maternal AP patterning are translated into asymmetric
protein distributions at the cellular level [30, 5]. At AP interfaces, Myosin II forms
both supracellular cables and smaller, transient networks. Protein populations
associated with adhesion (E-cadherin, β-catenin, Bazooka/Par-3) are found
enriched at non-contracting interfaces [5]. This body of work led to a model in
which actomyosin networks mediate higher line tensions along AP interfaces to
direct contraction [19, 50]. However, these studies have been limited to the
molecular and mechanical characteristics of interfaces between two cells. The
discrete regions where these interfaces overlap, tricellular vertices, have never been
comprehensively examined.
As a result of the focus on cell-cell interfaces, many studies on force-generation
during intercalation have addressed forces oriented along the cell cortex
[4, 19, 50, 33, 17, 13, 31, 60]. However, Myosin II populations are highly active and
are transiently present in multiple locations in epithelial cells, including in medial
and apical cell regions [49, 20, 54, 60]. These medial actomyosin networks drive a
number of morphogenetic processes by mediating oscillations in cell area
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[43, 53, 57, 2]. Indeed, during GBE medial Myosin II flows direct apical area
oscillations that contribute to AP/DV anisotropy within a cell [49, 20, 54].
However, the mechanisms by which they could be linked to cell-neighbor exchange
have been unclear.
Results show that vertices move independently of one another during T1
contraction, and exhibit distinct molecular dynamics that are required for effective
intercalation. Intercalation proceeds through a sliding vertex mechanism that
physically couples vertex motion to radially-oriented forces. E-cadherin and
Myosin II are strikingly enriched at vertices, and this vertex enrichment coincides
with length stabilization post-sliding. E-cadherin recruitment at vertices is
coordinated with apical cell area oscillations, and is favored at vertices associated
with AP interfaces. Finally, perturbing Myosin II function reduces E-cadherin
enrichment and dynamics at vertices, and leads to a loss of productive
intercalation. Together, these observations provide a mechanism by which area
oscillations are coupled to cyclic molecular dynamics, and further introduce a link
between the molecular properties of tricellular vertices and the emergent
biophysical properties of the tissue.
1.2 GBE Along the Apico-Basal Axis and T2-T3
Processes
Currently little is known about what happens at the basal side of the epithelium
during GBE. In the canonical model, the apical side of the tissue is where tissue
extension is being driven and the basal side extends passively as a result of the apical
cell rearrangements. The basis for this model is that the major proteins associated
with mechanical force (Actin and Myosin II) and tissue adhesion (E-cadherin) are
enriched apically (Fig. 1.2), particularly within the apical-most 2 or 3 microns of cells
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with a total apico-basal length of about 30 microns. One issue why the basal region
of the epithelium perhaps has not received much attention is that it is difficult to get
quality imaging basally due to light scattering. Imaging done by the Blankenship lab
produced movies where the signal to noise was sufficient to segment the epithelium
from the apical cap to about 12 microns deep. This data allowed the observation of
cell area oscillations, interface length changes, and in particular type T1 transitions
along the apico-basal axis. In one recent study, imaging along the apical-basal axis
was performed to study rosette formation and they found that actin-rich basolateral
protrusions of dorsal/ventral cells was a driver of rosette formation and that rosettes
sometimes formed basally before apically [60].
In this project it was observed that cells display very similar interface
dynamics between T1-T2 and T2-T3 transitions and do not possess substantial T2
waiting times, suggesting that a common mechanism may underlie the contraction
and elongation phases of intercalary cell movements. Additionally, AP interface
contraction is initiated along the full length of the observable apical-basal axis,
including lateral regions that are removed from apical myosin populations.
1.3 The Role of Rab35 in GBE
The combination of tension-producing actomyosin networks and
cadherin-dependent adhesion complexes are believed to be central determinants
directing early morphogenesis in the Drosophila embryo; however, the role of
membrane trafficking in guiding these events has been less clear [66, 39].
Additionally, how periods of active cytoskeletal contraction are tied to processes
that function at the plasma membrane to ensure the consolidation and
irreversibility of changes is unclear.
The Rab family of small GTPase proteins are key mediators of membrane
trafficking and cytoskeletal dynamics. Rab proteins regulate membrane
5
Figure 1.2: 3D illustration of germband epithelial cells with the important proteins
(Actin in red, E-cadherin in green, and Myosin II in blue) and their apical
localization color coded. Image modified from [18].
compartment behaviors through their association with tethering and trafficking
effectors [48, 24, 27], and mutations in Rab proteins are associated with a variety
of diseases and developmental disorders [3, 45, 51, 26]. The Rab trafficking
pathways that operate during cell intercalation in the early Drosophila gastrula
have remained undefined, although the function of classic Clathrin and
Dynamin-dependent early endocytic pathways has been explored [41]. It has been
demonstrated that Formin and Myosin II proteins direct the endocytic uptake of
dextran through specialized CIV (cortical immobile vesicle) structures [41].
Additionally, in Drosophila, Rab35 has been shown to play a critical role in
directing the morphogenesis of tracheal tube growth as well as synaptic vesicle
sorting at the neuromuscular junction [65, 55]. In tissue culture models, Rab35
functions early in endosomal pathways to drive the generation of newborn
endosomes and is essential for the terminal steps of cytokinesis and neurite
outgrowth [38, 12, 15, 36, 11, 37, 9, 22].
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This study shows that Rab35 demonstrates compartmental behaviors at the
plasma membrane. Rab35 compartments are initially contiguous with the cell
surface and form dynamic structures that grow and shrink on the minute time
scale. In the absence of Rab35 function, cell interfaces undergo contractile steps,
but these steps rapidly reverse themselves, consistent with Rab35 mediating an




The basic process for every project presented in this dissertation is as follows:
1) segment the cells in the image or time-series of images, 2) track the cells in
time, 3) extract and store the relevant information from the segmented images,
and 4) analyze the data. The first step in this process, image segmentation, is
often the most difficult task. Segmentation is the process by which an image is
divided into objects of interest and the background. Looking at an image, one can
instinctively make the distinction between objects and background with little effort,
however, using computers to automate the task can be a significant challenge. The
success of the final analysis depends on the quality of the segmentation and for that
reason researchers have developed, and continue to develop, numerous segmentation
techniques for various problems [34].
One of the goals of a successful computational segmentation algorithm is full
automation. This is especially important when faced with large time series of images
that include dozens or even hundreds of objects to be detected. If one were to
manually segment such a data set by hand it would not only take extremely large
amounts of time, the results would vary subject to who is doing the task, and even
the same user may segment the same image differently from time to time. Thus, for
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the sake of speed and objectivity it is highly advantageous to have a fully or mostly
automated computational segmentation algorithm.
2.1 Watershed Segmentation
One of the most commonly used techniques for image segmentation is the
watershed transform. This algorithm gets its name because it treats an image as a
topographic map where the brightness of the pixel represents the height. The basic
idea is that each regional minimum (or catchment basin) on this topographic map
is a water source and as the water level rises a barrier is formed when two different
water sources meet (Fig. 2.1). The algorithm finds these barriers which amount to
segments of the image that correspond to each regional minimum.
Two common problems with the watershed transform are over- and
under-segmentation. Over-segmentation is the problem of having single objects
that are segmented into multiple parts resulting in too many segments; this can be
caused by image noise or some internal structure of the object that results in
multiple minima or catchment basins. Under segmentation, on the other hand, is
when the segmentation lines leak into other objects resulting in too few segments;
this can be caused by the outline of the object having low signal in certain areas
and therefore not providing a sufficient watershed.
2.1.1 Seeding
Performing the watershed transform directly on raw or filtered images often
results in over-segmentation due to there being more than one local minima within
a single cell. To overcome this issue the watershed transform is often combined
with ‘seeding’ in a process named seeded watershed [1]. What seeding does is to
essentially tell the watershed the only local minima to consider. In practice, a user
must manually draw or in some way generate a binary image (or mask) of where
9
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Watershed Transform in 1D. The black curve
represents the hight of topological landscape (or image intensity) where the minima
represent catchment basins. As the water level (gray dashed line) rises, the points
at which the water from neighboring catchment basins meet becomes the watershed
points (or watershed lines in the 2D case). In this example the curve is segmented
into the three regions indicated by the colors red, yellow, and blue.
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they want the seeds to be. Then, a morphological reconstruction algorithm (Matlab
function imimposemin) ensures that the seed regions are the only regional minima
in the image. The result of seeding is that the watershed produces one segment
around each seed.
Seeds were used in two different ways: 1) seeds were used for objects of interest
that data will be extracted from, and 2) seeds were used for objects to be ignored
and excluded from data extraction, which here is called the ‘background mask’.
The background mask is usually one large seed used to cover all the cells that
lie on the boundary of the image which are incomplete. In some instances the
background mask was also used to remove cells undergoing cytokinesis (undesirable
for the purposes of this work) or regions of the image where signal-to-noise was low
leading to a high frequency of segmentation errors.
There was also two different general seeding methods: 1) the point seed method
and 2) the extended seed method (Fig. 2.2). Points seeds, as the name implies, were
small circular spots (several pixels in diameter) placed within the cells. Point seeds
were the most simple seeding method and were ideal in movies where there was little
to no cytoplasmic signal. Extended seeds fill more of the cytoplasmic space and can
be used to mask cytoplasmic features like vesicles or tubules that can sometimes be
brighter than cell junctions and therefore cause segmentation errors. Also, in cases
where the cell junction has low signal, extended seeds ensure that the segmentation
boundaries stay in the right general location whereas with point seeds the error can
be far more significant (Fig. 2.2).
2.1.2 Initiation and Manipulation of Seeds
Generating new seeds for an image was partially automated, generally requiring
a couple minutes of manual editing. The automated component of the process
essentially finds the regional minima in the Gaussian smoothed image and places
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Figure 2.2: Two seed options are extended and point seeds. The top panels show
full images of extended seeds (left) and point seeds (right). Seeds are the green
regions and the background mask is shown in blue. A zoomed in raw image (bottom
left; from red box in top panels) shows a section of the cell-cell junction with low
signal (yellow arrowhead). Using point seeds leads to a segmentation error whereas
extended seeds fix the error (bottom right).
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point seeds at those locations. This step saves the user a lot of time that would be
spent clicking on each cell, however on occasion in some cells it produces more than
one seed (usually in large elongated cells), or no seeds (usually in smaller cells).
The automated step also produces multiple seeds on the edges and corners of the
image. Therefore, the manual component of the seed initiation involves 1) removing
all edge seeds and adding a background mask, 2) removing duplicate seeds in cells,
and 3) adding seeds to cells lacking a seed.
Manual editing of seeds can be a tedious process that really slows down movie
segmentation. Therefore, it was important to develop a user interface to quickly
and easily make changes to seeds and the background mask. This user interface
was developed using MATLAB functions that gather positional data from mouse
clicks on the image (and sometimes dragging) and use that positional data to create
masks that can either add or remove pixels from seeds (or from the background
mask). Due to the various types of situations encountered during segmentation
various types of modification have been added and some less efficient or unused
ones have been removed. Currently the types of modifications that are included in
the user interface, the amount of mouse clicks they require, and what they are used
for are as follows (Fig. 2.3):
1. “Add Point Seed” adds a point seed at the location of a single click and is
often used as a quick way to begin segmenting new cells that come into the
image.
2. “Add Line Seed” adds a line seed that can be added to another seed (or stand
alone) and requires a click-drag-click. These are useful in narrow parts of a
cell where segmentation errors are more likely due to the cell junctions being
close to each other.
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3. “Add Polygon Seed” adds a seed of any polygon shape that the user draws
with one click per vertex of the polygon. This seed takes more time than
adding a point seed however it is useful in situations where the user needs to
cover a bright cytoplasmic feature or to ‘force’ a watershed along a junction
that has too low signal-to-noise by drawing seeds on both sides of where that
junction is.
4. “Add Polygon Mask” works the same as “Add Polygon Seed” except that it
is used to draw and add polygon regions to the background mask.
5. “Remove Region” removes and entire continuous region (seed or background
mask) with a single click anywhere on the region. This is useful for removing
cells getting close to an edge or removing a seed that needs to be redrawn.
6. “Remove Polygon” removes any portion of a seed or background mask that
is enclosed in the drawn polygon. This is useful in cases where a seed has
‘leaked’ into another cell and just a portion of the seed needs to be removed
7. “Erode Regions” morphologically erodes a seed or background mask with a
single click anywhere on the region (and multiple clicks performs the erosion
multiple times). This is sometimes a quicker way to correct a seed that has
crossed over its’ cell boundary.
8. “Dilate Regions” morphologically erodes any region with a single click on the
region (and multiple clicks performs the dilation multiple times). This is useful
when a bright puncta near a cell junction needs to be covered up by a seed.
However, the user must be careful that they don’t dilate the seed so much that
it overlaps with any of the cell junctions.
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Figure 2.3: A user interface for quick and easy modification of seeds (green regions)
or the background mask (blue regions) via mouse clicking, dragging, and drawing.
2.1.3 Segmentation of a Time Series
Segmentation of a time series is done by an iterative process that typically started
from the first frame of the movie and with each iteration advances by one frame.
For the first frame, seeds were initiated as described above and then the frame was
segmented. To segment the next frame, seeds are generated from the segmentation
result of the previous frame. If using point seeds, point seeds are placed at the
centroid locations of the segmented regions. If using extended seeds, the segmented
regions are morphologically eroded (which essentially shaves pixels off the region’s
perimeters) by an amount the user sees fit. This type of seed propagation is only
possible if the cells are not moving so fast that frame-to-frame displacements are
greater than the cell radius (when using point seeds) or if the displacements are less
than the erosion radius (when using extended seeds). In general, if frame n has been
segmented seeds can be propagated forward or backwards to segment frames n+ 1
or n− 1.
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The above described seed propagation technique allows for fully automated
movie segmentation, however, due to a couple issues it was necessary to stop the
iterative process periodically to check the results and make any necessary
modifications. One issue was that, by the nature of germband extension, cells are
constantly moving into and out of the field-of-view. To maximize the amount of
cells tracked for data analysis it was important that new cells that came into the
image were assigned new seeds. This usually involved removing the edge mask
from the new cell (via the modification “Remove Polygon”) and placing a point
seed there with a single mouse click (which in the next iteration would become an
extended seed). The other issue was that occasionally segmentation errors would
occur and left unchecked they would propagate and sometimes get worse.
Therefore, for each movie a ‘check interval’ frame number was chosen, i.e. the
number of frames to iterate through before checking the results. The value of the
check interval period was based on how fast cells moved in and out frame and how
prone the movie was to segmentation errors.
2.1.4 Image Filtering
There is one last important pre-processing step before using the watershed
transform algorithm. The raw images must be filtered before performing the
watershed algorithm. Without filtering, the watershed segmentation boundaries
end up jagged as a result of image noise. In all of the image data segmented for
the projects presented in this dissertation a Gaussian filter was used. In cases
where the movie contained image z-stacks a 3D spatial filter was used and in cases
where the movie was a single z-plane a 2D spatial filter was used. The Gaussian
parameter σ, which determines the spatial scale of smoothing, was typically 2
pixels in the x- and y-dimensions and if 3D, σz was typically 1 pixel. If the σ used
was too small the segmented junctions between cells would be fairly jagged as a
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result of the image noise along cell junctions. If the σ used was too large then
segmentation errors would arise in cases where part of the cell was narrow and two
junctions were close together.
2.1.5 Data Extracted
The ‘skeletonized’ representation of the tissue directly yields vertex positions,
interface contours, lengths and orientation angles, cell areas and perimeters, which
were stored together with cell-cell and vertex-vertex connectivity matrices. Cell
areas were measured as the sum of the pixels within the contour of the watershed
segmentation lines (multiplied by a scale factor to convert to square microns).
Interface lengths were calculated as the Euclidian distances between the
corresponding vertices.
2.2 Uncoupled Vertex Sliding
2.2.1 Line Intensity Plots
Line plots were generated by Celia Smits as single pixel intensities along an
interface line drawn manually in ImageJ, and the minimum value was subtracted
from all data points and plotted using MATLAB. Images displayed in the figures
were cropped and leveled in Adobe Photoshop, and figures were prepared in Adobe
Illustrator.
2.2.2 Vertex Intensity Ratio Measurement and Quantification
Intensity measurements of vertices, local interfaces, and local background were
automated using the watershed segmentation data to generate ROIs (using
distance transforms) that were then used to measure average pixel intensities
(Fig. 2.4). Vertex ROIs were generated by making a binary matrix of the vertex
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pixel and using the distance transform to identify all pixels within 3 pixels of the
vertex (forming a pixelated disk 7 pixels in diameter). The local interface and
background intensities were measured within a 41-by-41 pixel square centered at
the vertex, and local interface and background intensities were used to account for
non-uniform illumination and varying junctional protein enrichment. Within the
square neighborhood, the interface ROI was acquired using the distance transform
to identify all pixels within 3 pixels of the interfaces and removing the vertex ROI.
The local background ROI was acquired using a distance transform to identify all
pixels at least 7 pixels in distance from the segmentation lines: the 7 pixel value
was chosen to create a 3 pixel buffer zone between the interface/vertex ROIs and
the background. The intensity ratio for each vertex was calculated as (V-B)/(J-B)
where V is the vertex, B is the background, and J is the junction (interface)
intensity measurements. Quantification of the intensity ratio was performed by
averaging over all vertex time-points during GBE and all embryos or resolved in
time.
2.2.3 Vertex Intensity Ratio Variability in Time Measurements
Measurement of the dynamics of protein enrichment at vertices was done by
calculating the standard deviation of the intensity ratio over time for each vertex.
This was then quantified by averaging over all vertices.
2.2.4 Separation of Vertex Motion and Tangential Component
With respect to the embryo or the imaging field of view, vertices undergo
primarily two different components of motion: drift (or translational motion) as
the germband elongates, and cell-centric motion such as cell shape changes and
intercalation movements. Thus, to analyze the motions associated with cell shape
changes and intercalation, the drift component was removed by measuring vertex
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Figure 2.4: Images showing the local regions of interest (ROIs) used to measure
average background (top middle), interface (bottom left), and vertex (bottom
middle) intensities for the vertex shown (top left, raw image). All three ROIs are
color shaded on the raw image (right).
positions with respect to the centroid of the cell, ~c(t) = [xc(t), yc(t)], where xc(t)
and yc(t) are the x- and y-coordinates of the cell centroid at time t. The centroids
of each cell were obtained over time using MATLAB’s regionprops function. In
this cell-centric reference frame the position of a vertex is given by
~v(t) = [xv(t)− xc(t), yv(t)− yc(t)], where [xv(t), yv(t)] is the position of the vertex
in the image frame of reference. For measuring vertex tangential motion, vertex
positions were converted to polar coordinates, ~r(t) = [r(t), θ(t)] , where r(t) is the
radial position of the vertex from the centroid of the cell and θ(t) is the angle.
Tangential displacements of the vertex are given by ∆s = r × ∆θ, where, by
convention, displacements towards the opposing vertex of the interface were
assigned a negative sign. Thus, interface-contracting displacements of an
individual vertex are negative and interface-elongating displacements are positive.
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2.2.5 Correlating Vertices Coupled Direct Motion
The motion coupling of each vertex with each neighbor vertex within the same
cell was quantified via the cross-correlation at zero-lag of the vertices’ rate of
displacement towards each other. The motions correlated are the components of
displacement in the direction parallel to the two vertices, i.e., along the line
connecting the pair of vertices. The parallel component is calculated by taking the
dot product of the displacement with the average vertex-to-vertex vector before
and after displacement, the vertex position trajectories are then computed by
taking the cumulative sum of the parallel displacement components. Rates of
vertex displacement were calculated over 25 seconds to avoid correlating
localization error [70]. Like pairs of vertices were combined in the quantification: 1
vs. 5 includes 2 vs. 4 representing horizontally coupled vertices, 1 vs. 4 includes 2
vs. 5 representing diagonally coupled, etc. The highlighted plot regions were
manually selected to show periods in which the vertex is highly active in inward or
outward motion. Vertex movements towards or away from each other result in a
positive correlation, while a negative correlation value indicates that they move in
the same direction.
2.2.6 Vertex Sliding Shown Through Sum of Contracting and
Transverse Interfaces
One prediction of vertex sliding is length (i.e. plasma membrane) compensation
of the adjacent interfaces, i.e. as a vertex slides one interface gets longer by the
same amount that the other gets shorter. To quantify this on time scales of interface
contraction, the sum of the contracting interface with both of its transverse interfaces
was taken (note: this accounts for the sliding motion of both vertices of an interface)
to see if total length was conserved. This sum was performed on all available fully
contracting interfaces that had a duration of 5 minutes before contracting to zero
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length. Individual cases were aligned such that the last time point was T=0 min.
Each contracting interface has two pairs of two transverse interfaces, those for cell
A and for cell B, and both pairs were counted in the average.
2.2.7 Acquisition of Instantaneous Phase and Amplitude from Cell
Area
To get the instantaneous phase (Fig. 2.5) of an oscillating signal such as the area
of a cell, a method known as the Osculating Circle Method [28] was used, which is
based on the Hilbert Transform but better suited for signals with non-zero mean.
To get meaningful results using this method, the signal must be filtered to remove
the noise that will result in artificial high frequency oscillations. A Savitzky-Golay
filter of polynomial order 3 and frame size 45 seconds (the exact number of frames
varied based on the frame rate of the movies) was used because it performed best
at removing noise and preserving true cell area oscillations. Before applying the
Savitzky-Golay filter, the signal was de-trended by subtracting a long time scale
Gaussian filtered (sigma = 180 seconds) version of the signal. Instantaneous phase
was shifted such that -180 to 0 degrees represents peak-to-trough and 0 to 180
degrees trough-to-peak. The Osculating Circle Method also gives an instantaneous
amplitude which was averaged over time to calculate a cell’s average area oscillation
amplitude.
Once the instantaneous phase trajectory of a cell’s area oscillations is obtained,
other time-dependent readouts of the cell dynamics, such as the length of an
interface, motion of a vertex, or intensities of a vertex, can be remapped from the
time domain to the cell phase domain to average how those parameters change
over the course of a cell’s oscillation cycle; this averaging is difficult or impossible
in the time domain due to variations in oscillation cycle length. Mapping into the
phase domain results in a 2D scatter plot of parameter values versus phase values
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Figure 2.5: The osculating circle is used to obtain instantaneous phase of a signal.
(top) Plot of raw cell area trace over time in blue and the filtered signal in green. An
oscillatory cycle is highlighted with gray and blue for the decreasing and increasing
phases, respectively. (bottom) Phase plot generated from the filtered signal with
the same highlighted regions shown.
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for multiple cycles of phase; the interpolation was done by Gaussian weighted
averaging of the parameter to a grid of phase values.
2.2.8 Interface Length and Fractional Length with Respect to Area
Phase
To determine how interface lengths change over the course of an area oscillation
cycle the data was mapped into the phase space of the adjacent cells, separately for
the phases of cell A and cell B (Fig. 2.6). For each phase cycle the interface length
trajectory was shifted, by subtracting the initial length, so that it starts from L = 0
with each cycle. This ‘reset’ to zero with the start of each cycle was done so that
positive lengths represent interface growth and negative lengths represent interface
contraction with each phase cycle. The 2D set of data points (phases and shifted
lengths) for all phase cycles (from both cell A and cell B, for all AP interfaces, and
all movies) were combined and interpolated as described above. The quantification,
to be shown later in Fig. 3.5C’, was done by measuring the average shifted length
within two 10◦ phase bins: one bin centered at 0◦ to capture the length change
after the area decreasing phase and one centered at 175◦ (170-180◦) to capture the
average length change after a full cycle. From the values in the bin centered at 175◦
the average of the 0◦ bin was subtracted to get the length change over just the area
expanding phase. The methods for fractional length are the same as above, except
that interface lengths are replaced with the ratio of the interface length divided by
cell perimeter.
2.2.9 Contour over Euclidean Area Ratio
Contour cell area is defined as the area within the watershed segmentation lines
plus half the area of the pixels that make up the watershed boundary lines (otherwise
the contour areas would be artifactually small). The Euclidean area is defined as
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Figure 2.6: Plots of a T1 junction length (green) and cell area (blue) of the junction
and cell highlighted in the image panels. In the plot, area contraction phases are
highlighted in gray and area expansion phases in blue; dashed lines show the time
points the images are from.
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the area of the polygon whose vertices are the cell’s detected vertices. The contour
over Euclidean area ratio (or cell shape metric) is a simple ratio of these two values.
When interpolating the cell shape metric to phase space the phase of the Euclidean
cell area was used. The quantification shown later in Fig. 3.6B was done on 10◦
phase bins centered at ±180◦, ±90◦, and 0◦.
2.2.10 Vertex Displacement Rate with Respect to Cell Phase
To see whether individual vertex motion was correlated to cell area oscillation
cycles, vertex displacements were tracked with respect to the phases of the three
cells that make up the tricellular vertex. The particular type of vertex
displacement measured was the cell-tangential component, which is perpendicular
to the vector from the cell centroid to the vertex, and therefore independent, to
the radial motion associated with cell area oscillations. Cell-tangential
displacements were assigned a negative sign if the displacement contracted the
vertical interface. For each vertex there are two tangential motion trajectories, one
with respect to cell A, and one with respect to cell B, thus the methods described
here were performed twice for each vertex, once with respect to each cell. For one
vertex motion trajectory the instantaneous phases of cells A, B, and the other cell
in the triad (C or D) are collected for each time point in the trajectory. Vertex
displacements were interpolated to a 3D grid with the three cell phases on the 3
axes. To account for edge effects of interpolation, data near the edges (±180◦) was
wrapped around by adding or subtracting 360◦ to the phases.
2.2.11 Vertex Intensity with Respect to Cell Phase and Vertex
Angle
Vertex intensities of Ecad:GFP and mCherry:Sqh were also interpolated into
area phase space in a spatial angle resolved manner. Each vertex has an angle with
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respect to the centroid of each cell it borders, which also varies over time. These
angles were measured with respect to a global reference angle, the angle along the
dorsal-ventral axis of the embryo towards the ventral. The intensity trajectory of
each vertex was normalized (zero mean and s.d. of 1). Normalized intensities were
interpolated to a 2D grid of vertex angle and cell phase angle. To account for edge
effects of interpolation, data near the edges (±180◦) was wrapped around by adding
or subtracting 360◦ to the phases.
2.2.12 Cross-correlation of Intensity Ratios of E-cad and Myosin
at Vertices
To quantify the temporal correlation between E-cad and Myosin enrichment
at vertices, a cross-correlation of the rates of change of the vertex intensity ratios
was performed (Fig. 2.7). Rates of change were calculated over 25 seconds to avoid
correlating localization error. Signals were normalized such that mean and standard
deviation were 0 and 1, respectively, and an unbiased cross-correlation was computed
via MATLAB’s xcorr function. The temporal lag was estimated by calculating the
centroid of the positive peak.
2.2.13 Fly Stocks and Genetics
Stocks were kept at 25◦ C and maintained by standard procedures. Fly stocks
used in this study were E-cad:GFP; Gap43:mCh/TM3 and E-cad:GFP;
mCherry:Sqh. All E-cad:GFP was expressed from the endogenous locus on the
second chromosome and is homozygous viable.
2.2.14 Live Imaging
Embryos were collected on apple juice agar and dechorionated in 50% bleach
for 2 minutes, then rinsed with water and either staged on apple juice agar or
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Figure 2.7: Example images and plots showing the process of cross-correlating
E-cadherin and Myosin II at vertices. (A) Images at three time points in which
enrichment at the vertex (yellow arrowhead) is at a minimum, maximum, and then
minimum. (A’) Plot of the vertex intensity ratio for both E-cadherin and Myosin
(mCh:Sqh), dashed lines indicate time points in (A). (A”) Plot of the rate of change
of the intensity ratio in (A’). (A”’) Cross-correlation of the rates in (A”)
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transferred to a gas permeable microscope slide and covered with Halocarbon 27 oil.
All imaging was performed on a CSU10b Yokogawa spinning disk confocal from Zeiss
and Solamere Technologies Group with a 63x/1.4 NA objective, with the exception
of Myosin II movies, which were obtained on a CSUX1FW Yokogawa spinning disk
confocal from Nikon and Solamere Technologies Group with a 60x/1.4 NA objective.
Ecad:GFP; Gap43:mCh images are a summed projection of 5 z-slices taken at 0.5
µm steps starting sub-apically, at 3 seconds/frame. Ecad:GFP; mCh:sqh images
are a maximum intensity projection of 8-10 z-slices taken at 0.75 µm steps, at 6
seconds/frame. Imaging was carried out by Celia Smits.
2.2.15 Drug Injections
Following dechorionation as previously described, embryos were staged and
aligned on apple juice agar, glued to a coverslip with heptane glue, and desiccated.
Embryos were covered with Halocarbon 700 oil then injected with 10mM
chlorpromazine, or 25mM or 100mM Y-27632. Embryos at the beginning of GBE
were injected in the perivitelline space at 50% egg length. Data was grouped by
individual treatment and segmented, analyzed, and reported without masking.
Drug Injections were carried out by Celia Smits.
2.3 GBE Along the Apico-Basal Axis and T2-T3
Processes
2.3.1 Alignment to a Common T2 Time Point
To allow averaging over many T1-T2-T3 transitions, associated data (interface
lengths, cell areas, and the extension metric) was temporally aligned to the T2
time point, i.e. the transition through the higher-order vertex. Since a cell group
will often spend multiple frames in the T2 state, and since there are also reversible
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of centroid measurements for extension metric calculation.
transitions between the T1/T2 and between T2/T3 states, the T2 alignment time
point was calculated as the average of the time of the last T1 and the first T3 state.
2.3.2 Extension Metric
The extension metric (EM) was based on the four cells involved in a type T1
transition. It is given by EM = 2H/(D1 + D2), where H is the distance between
the centroids of the two cells that form the T1 interface, and D1 and D2 are the are
the distances to the centroids of the vertical neighboring cells (which later form the
T3 interface) as measured perpendicular from the horizontal line H (Fig. 2.8). The
discontinuity in the extension metric (to be shown later in Fig. 3.13C, left panel)
at the alignment time is due to the fact that the samples of T1 and T3 interfaces
were drawn from different cell groups and areas of the tissue; while interfaces can
be found that are visible in the field of view for 15 minutes continuously either just
before or just after T2, it is rare to find any that are visible continuously for both.
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2.3.3 Leading Layer
The ‘leading layer’ was defined as the z-layer of shortest length in T1 phase and
longest length in T3 phase. For a curved epithelium cell areas will be slightly larger
farther from the axis of curvature and thus perimeters and interface lengths will
have a depth dependent bias. To account for the size variation of the cells along the
apico-basal axis for each time frame the interface length was normalized by the cell
perimeter in each z-layer. For the analysis in which apical was distinguished from
basolateral, ‘apical’ corresponds the top segmented apical layer and ‘basolateral’ to
the layers from 3 down to the most basal.
2.4 The Role of Rab35 in GBE
2.4.1 Confocal Microscopy and Time-Lapse Imaging
Confocal images were acquired on an Olympus Fluoview FV1000 confocal laser
scanning microscope with 40/1.35 NA or 60/1.42 NA objective for fixed specimens.
Time-lapse imaging was performed on a CSU10b Yokogawa spinning disk confocal
from Zeiss and Solamere Technologies Group with 63/1.4 NA objective. Embryos
were imaged after dechorionation and placement on a gas-permeable membrane in
Halocarbon 27 oil. Live imaging was performed using exposure settings of 100-350
ms and images were acquired every 1 s. Imaging was performed by Cayla E. Jewett.
2.4.2 Fitting Mean Squared Displacement Curves
The mean squared displacement (MSD) is defined as
MSD(τ) = 1N−n
∑N−n
k=1 [l((k + n)δt) − l(kδt))]2, where the time lag is τ = n · δt, n
is the number of frames for the time shift, δt is the time between frames, and N is
the total number of available time points for the length trajectories l. MSD curves
were fit to the function MSD(τ) = A(1 − exp(−ατ)) + 2Bτ + C2τ2, where the
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first term represents the constrained component with amplitude A and positive
time constant α, the second term is the diffusive term with diffusion coefficient B,
and the third term the active component with C representing the velocity. The
data was fit to this function using a least squares fitting method.
2.4.3 Step Detection
To detect active motion steps in vertex position trajectories a rolling analysis
window technique adapted from Huet et al. was used. The MSD is the customary
method to classify a sub-trajectory into active, diffusive, or constrained motions
based on whether the MSD curves upward, is linear, or curves downward,
respectively. For periods of active motion the MSD behaves as a power law
MSD(τ) ∝ τγ where γ > 1. By calculating the parameter gamma along a
trajectory using a rolling window periods of active and inactive (i.e., either
diffusive or constrained) motion can be detected. For each window the MSD was
fit to lags between 5 and 3(N − 1)/4, where N is the odd-numbered number of
points in the window. The first 4 lags were left out of the fitting because
localization error leads to artifactual subdiffusion at this short time scale lowering
the value of γ. To reduce computation time we performed linear fitting of the MSD
verses τ on a log-log plot. Prior to step detection, trajectories were filtered with a
5th-order median filter using the medfilt1 function in Matlab to remove noise.
One of the challenges of a rolling analysis window is in selecting the size of
the window. A window too large makes detecting brief steps unlikely, whereas a
window too short performs worse at detecting longer steps. Thus, a rolling window
with variable widths optimized for the steps in the trajectories was used. For a
given position of the window, which is defined by its center position, γ is calculated
for a range of windows from Wmin to Wmax (the windows 21, 41, 61, and 81 frames
were used) and the maximum value of γ is retained, corresponding to maximum
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Figure 2.9: Example showing steps detected in the length of a contracting cell-cell
junction (top). Gamma (γ; bottom) is calculated for various sliding window sizes
(W=21, 41, 61, and 81) and periods where the maximum γ exceed 1 are counted as
steps. Step periods 14 seconds or shorter are considered too short for detection and
are excluded.
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likelihood of systematic motion (Fig. 2.9). This is repeated for each time point along
the trajectory to give γ as a function of time. The determination of systematic from
non-systematic periods is made by setting a threshold on γ(t) of 1. A minimum
duration requirement of 14 frames (14 seconds) was applied because it was found
that positive detections below that duration did not represent real active periods.
2.4.4 Fraction of Negative Followed by Positive Steps
The fraction of negative followed by positive steps (or FNFPS) is a measure
of how many step reversals occur within a cells time course. It is the ratio of
the number of times a contraction (negative) step is immediately followed by an
expansion (positive) step to the total number of contraction steps. The FNFPS can
take values between 0 and 1, 0 if every step of a cell is a contraction, and 1 if every
contraction is followed by an expansion.
2.4.5 Neighbor Number Distributions
Cell neighbor numbers were calculated as the sum of cell-cell interfaces. Cells
that touched the background (i.e., the edge of the segmented region) were excluded
because their total neighbor number was unknown. For each frame the fraction of
cells of each neighbor number was computed. Only the fractions of cells with 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8 sides were plotted. Cells with 3 sides or more than 8 did occur on rare
occasions in the movies but generally did not exceed 5% in number so their traces
were excluded. The traces were Gaussian-smoothed using a sigma of 5 seconds.
2.4.6 Amplitude of Cell Area Oscillations.
To measure the amplitude of cell area oscillations a method based on the Hilbert
transform [28] was used that outputs the instantaneous amplitude, frequency, and
phase information of a signal given that the noise-associated oscillations have been
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filtered out. Cell area trajectories were filtered using a Savitzky-Golay filter of
polynomial order 3 and frame size 81 (Matlab function sgolayfilt). Cell area signals
were detrended by subtracting a long-timescale Gaussian filtered (σ = 200 seconds)
version of itself. This long-timescale filtered signal served as the local average area,
which was used to compute the amplitude as a percentage of the cell area at each
instant. For each cell, the instantaneous amplitude percentage was averaged over
its entire time course.
2.4.7 Ventral Furrow Cell Area Analysis
For the cell area verses time plot (to be shown later in Fig. 3.20C) each cell’s
area trajectory was normalized such that at t = 0 the area was 100% and then took
the average and standard error over all cells. For the rate of area change bar graph
(to be shown later in Fig. 3.20D), for each cell we took the difference between the
final and initial area over the full time period (6.6 min) divided by the time period




3.1 Uncoupled Vertex Sliding
3.1.1 E-cadherin is Dynamic and Enriched at Tricellular Vertices
To study in more detail how cell topologies are remodeled, the localization of
endogenously tagged E-cadherin (E-cad:GFP) at the onset of intercalation was
looked at. Strikingly, and in contrast to the previously reported homogenous
distribution of E-cadherin along DV interfaces at mid-GBE [5], E-cadherin was
highly enriched at vertices (Fig. 3.1A-C). This strong vertex-association of
E-cadherin began at the onset of GBE, with E-cadherin diffusely present at apical
cell interfaces prior to intercalation (Fig. 3.1D-D’). Systematic quantification of
vertex-associated E-cadherin averaged across the entire time of GBE (see Methods
section 2.2.2) also revealed that E-cadherin maintains a higher vertex:interface
ratio than does a control, plasma membrane-associated marker (Gap43:mCh;
Fig. 3.1B-C). Interestingly, although E-cadherin is enriched at vertices, it possesses
a much wider distribution of intensities than the control marker, which suggested
that vertex associated E-cadherin might undergo cycles of enrichment and
dispersion (Fig. 3.1C). Analysis of vertex E-cadherin confirmed that the intensity
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of enrichment fluctuates in time (Fig. 3.2A-B). These results show that the
vertex-specific localization of E-cadherin temporally coincides with intercalary
movements, and suggest that vertex E-cadherin may function in directing GBE.
3.1.2 Movement of Cell Vertices is Physically Coupled in the
Radial Direction
A central physical expectation from previously described line-tension models
[19, 49] is that the inward movement of vertices connected by a contracting
interface should show evidence of mechanical coupling (Fig. 3.3A). However, no
evidence of this hypothesized coupling was observed (Fig. 3.3B and C). Indeed, in
systematic pair-wise analyses of cell vertices, physical coupling could only be
observed in radial directions (e.g., between vertices 3 and 6; Fig. 3.3B’,C). In other
words, an inward correlation of vertex motion was only found between vertex pairs
on opposite sides of the cell, with the largest correlations between those
diametrically opposed (Fig. 3.3C). These results indicate that during the
contraction of an AP interface, the motion of the two vertices toward the middle of
the interface (referred to as ‘productive’ motion) occurs independently of each
other, while all vertices undergo coupled motion into the radial direction. These
results argue against a line tension-driven model of interface contraction, and
suggest that intercalary movements should be reconsidered in terms of cell vertices
and radially exerted forces.
3.1.3 Vertices Slide Independently of One Another
Through the analysis of vertex steps in vivo, a novel behavior began to emerge:
cell vertices associated with contracting interfaces often underwent periods of
productive sliding along the plasma membrane (Fig. 3.4A). This suggested that
the uncoupled motion of T1 vertices is due to vertex sliding, a previously
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Figure 3.1: Vertex enrichment of E-cadherin at the initiation of GBE. Endogenous
locus E-cad:GFP (green) and plasma membrane marker (Gap43:mCh, red). Single
pixel intensity line plot (right) for both E-cad:GFP and Gap43:mCh from region
between the yellow arrow heads (middle panel). (B) Vertex:interface intensity ratios
computed for each vertex and frame (n = 87662 vertex time points). (C) Heat
maps showing the distribution of vertex intensity ratios of Ecad:GFP (left) and
Gap43:mCh (right) as a function of time over all embryos aligned to their most
contracted state. Color bar shows relative frequency. (D-D’) T1 configuration of
cells expressing E-cad:GFP and membrane marker (Gap43:mCh) imaged 10 min
before start of GBE (D) and at the onset of intercalation (D’). Intensity line plot
corresponds to the single pixel intensity line drawn between the two arrowheads in
the left panel. Scale bars are 10 mm (A, left), 3 mm (A, middle), and 5 mm (D).
The data are from five embryos and represent mean ± s.e.m. Statistical tests were
done by Student’s t-test. *** denotes p<0.0001.
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Figure 3.2: (A) Oscillations in E-cad intensity at an individual T1-associated
vertex (yellow arrowhead). Scale bar is 5mm. The intensity ratio is plotted over
time (bottom).(B) Vertex-associated E-cad intensities display greater variation than
control Gap43:mCh membrane marker. Standard deviation over time for a given
vertex’s intensity ratio averaged (n = 3188 vertex trajectories). The data are from
five embryos and represent mean ± s.e.m. Statistical tests were done by Student’s
t-test. *** denotes p<0.0001.
uncharacterized form of cell-shape deformation. Measurement of interface lengths
showed that as a vertical interface contracts (Fig. 3.4A-A’; blue) the interface
adjacent to it elongates (Fig. 3.4A-A’; red), and consequently the total length
stays constant (Fig. 3.4A-A’; black). This compensatory increase in adjacent
interface length is contrary to what would be expected through canonical models
of interface contraction, in which the contracting interface shortens while adjacent
interfaces maintain a constant length. Additionally, analysis of the lengths of all
contracting and adjacent interfaces throughout GBE demonstrated that this
behavior is a systematic component of T1-associated vertex movements
(Fig. 3.4C). Also instances were observed where vertices take turns sliding over the
course of a T1 contraction (Fig. 3.4B-B’). These results are consistent with the
uncoupled movement of vertices, and provide a mechanism by which a single
vertex can independently produce the changes in cell shape that drive cell
intercalation.
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Figure 3.3: (A) Schematic showing line tension model, in which tensioned springs
pull across interface lengths on either side of a contracting interface. Blue and gray
dots indicate tricellular vertices. (B) Vertices at either end of a T1 interface display
uncoordinated movements and a lack of physical coupling. Vertex displacement
plotted over time. (B’) Radial coupling of cell vertices. Vertices that are radially
opposed display coordinated movements and coupling of physical displacements.
Shaded regions were manually drawn to point out active motion. (C) Quantification
of cross-correlation between vertex pairs (n = 385, 772, 769, 1551, 716, 824, 436 for
vertex pair categories from left to right, data from first 20 min of cell intercalation
when T1 behaviors occur). p<0.0001 for all vertex pairs. Mean ± s.e.m is shown
and one sample Student’s t-test was performed with hypothesized mean of 0.
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Figure 3.4: (A) Total interface lengths (black bar) are conserved during a vertex
sliding event, while the contracting L1 interface shrinks (blue). The associated
L2 interface (red bar) has a compensatory increase in length as the AP interface
contracts (L1, blue bar). Yellow arrowhead shows sliding vertex, white dashed lines
mark total length. Scale bar is 5 mm. (A’) Total, L1, and L2 lengths plotted
over time. (B) Time series shows a fully contracting T1 interface (blue), and top
(red) and bottom (maroon) transverse junctions lengthening over time. The bottom
vertex slides first (yellow arrowhead) followed by the top vertex (white arrowhead).
(B’) Plot of the interface lengths (same colors in B) and the sum of the three lengths
in black; grey shading and black arrowheads point to sliding events. (C) Systematic
measurement of all fully contracting interface lengths (n = 168 triplet interfaces).
Contracting interfaces are aligned and averaged such that their last time point is set
to t = 0 (blue curve). The summed lengths of both associated transverse junctions
is in red, and the total summed lengths of all three junctions is in black. The data
are from five embryos.
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3.1.4 Interface Contraction Occurs During Periods of Cell Area
Contraction
Since the data demonstrated that the motion of vertices is coupled radially,
this raised the question as to what forces could drive this movement. Previous
research has shown that an apical actomyosin network drives area oscillations during
GBE ([49, 20] ,Fig. 3.5A and A’). This appears to be a common feature of many
cell shaping processes, as similar apical area oscillations occur in the invagination
of the Drosophila ventral furrow [43, 53], neuroblast ingression [57, 2], and the
internalization of the C. elegans endodermal precursor cells [53]. To study the
dynamics of cell vertices and interface lengths in terms of these radially oriented
oscillations, a computational assay was developed to identify the instantaneous phase
of cell area oscillations. This allowed the interpolation of vertex motion and interface
length changes in this area phase space for large numbers of cell oscillations (see
Methods section 2.2.7). This instantaneous phase data follows a coordinate system
where area contraction corresponds to angles from -180 to 0 degrees (Fig. 3.5B and
B’; gray shading), while area expansion occurs in the period from 0 to +180 degrees
(Fig. 3.5B and B’; blue shading).
Using this method, systematic changes in interface lengths during apical area
oscillations were measured. Under isotropic conditions, the expected theoretical
behavior would be that interface lengths would oscillate along with oscillations in
cell area (Fig. 3.5C and C’; black). However, an intriguing behavior is observed when
empirical interface lengths are plotted against cell phase. A larger than isotropic
decrease in vertical interface length during area contraction was observed (Fig. 3.5C
and C’; blue; see Methods Fig. 2.6 for an individual example). Notably, this decrease
is preserved even as area contractions are reversed. Conversely, transverse interfaces
undergo a smaller than isotropic decrease in interface length, and appear to undergo
a compensatory increase in interface length during area expansion (Fig. 3.5C and
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Figure 3.5: Intercalary cell undergoing apical area oscillations colored blue for
maxima and red for minima (A) and plot of the area over time (A’). Gray dashed
lines indicate image time points. (B) Plot of cell area trace over time. An oscillatory
cycle is highlighted with gray and blue for the decreasing and increasing phases,
respectively. (B’) Phasic plot of the cell in (B) with the same highlighted regions
shown. (C) Vertical (blue), transverse (red), and theoretical (black) interface
length change interpolated into phase space of the associated cell’s area oscillations,
n = 212 vertical interfaces. (C’) Quantification of the total length change per
decreasing (gray side) and increasing (blue side) half-cycles. (D) Fractional length
(Length/Perimeter) change for the same interfaces as analyzed in (C, C’). Vertical
interfaces show contraction in fractional length, while transverse interfaces possess
compensatory increases in cell length, consistent with vertex sliding. Scale bars are
3 mm (A) and data are from five embryos. The data shown in (C’) represent mean
± s.e.m. (F) One sample Student’s t-test was performed with hypothesized mean
of 1. * denotes p<0.01.
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Figure 3.6: (A) Mean contour over Euclidean cell area ratio (or cell shape metric)
verses cell area phase (green curve) and cell area (for reference, black dashed curve),
n = 304 cells and 5 embryos. (B) Quantification of the cell shape metric at specific
phase bins. (C) Illustration showing that cells at area maxima are more concave,
while cells at area minima bulge outwards. (D) Sample raw (left) and cartoon
(right) cell during one area oscillation. Scale bars are 5 mm. The data shown in
(B) represent mean ± s.e.m. (B) One sample Student’s t-test was performed with
hypothesized mean of 1. * denotes p<0.01.
C’; red). To account for the fact that area contraction and expansion generally
are associated with decreases and increases in cell perimeter, the effective length
changes were also plotted, or fractional length (defined as interface length divided
by cell perimeter), of vertical and transverse interfaces (Fig. 3.5D). The fractional
length metric has the advantage that isotropic area changes do not result in changes
of total fractional length. These results show that about 64% of the effective length
contraction of vertical interfaces occurs during area contraction, while only 36%
occurs during area expansion when absolute length is stabilized (Fig. 3.5D). Thus,
vertex sliding occurs opportunistically during area contraction phases in a ratchet-
like fashion, so that shortened vertical interface lengths are stabilized during area
expansion.
The phasic analysis was also used to examine cell contours during periods when
cells are actively contracting in cell area as compared to periods when cells are
expanding (Fig. 3.6A and B). A convexity/concavity cell shape metric was generated
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by comparing the area ratio between a theoretical straight-line Euclidean geometry
that connects cell vertices to the experimentally defined cell contours. Interestingly,
cells possess concave cell contours during contraction, and convex boundaries during
apical area expansion (Fig. 3.6A-D). These results are consistent with cell vertices,
but not cell interfaces, leading overall changes in cell shape and again suggest that
cell vertices are key structures that govern cell topologies.
3.1.5 E-cadherin Intensities are in Phase with Area Oscillations
and Peak with Vertex Stabilization
As cell areas contracted, instances were observed where E-cadherin became
distinctly more enriched at specific vertices (Fig. 3.7A, yellow arrowhead). In these
instances, the associated T1 interface length decrease observed during area
contraction was stabilized during subsequent area expansion. In contrast, other
vertices had very little E-cadherin enrichment, and the interface length change of
these vertices scaled with area oscillations (Fig. 3.7A, white arrowhead). A
cross-correlation function relating E-cadherin intensity and cell area showed that
as areas decreased, vertex-associated E-cadherin intensity systematically increased
(Fig. 3.7B). Interestingly, this cross-correlation also showed that vertex E-cadherin
intensity peaks just before cell area is in its most contracted state and before the
onset of area expansion (Fig. 3.7B). Together, this phase relationship suggests that
E-cadherin intensity is coordinated with cell area oscillations, and that enrichment
of E-cadherin acts to stabilize sliding vertices. These results further indicate a
model in which area oscillations provide the force for intercalation, with
E-cadherin dynamics functioning as a molecular ratchet to harness vertex-sliding
into productive movement.
If oscillations in E-cadherin enrichments are essential to vertex movements and
sliding, one might hypothesize that artificially stabilizing and/or increasing
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Figure 3.7: Example of a cell contracting in area while vertical interfaces contract.
Top: Gap43:mCh (plasma membrane) channel with cell color-coded such that darker
blue represents smaller apical area. Bottom: yellow arrowhead points to vertex E-
cad:GFP that increases as the area contracts and interface length is stabilized at
shortened length. White arrowhead shows vertex with less E-cad, where interface
length increases during expansion phase following contraction. (B) Cross-correlation
of vertex E-cad intensity and cell area rates of change (n = 610 cells). (C)
Stabilization of E-cadherin by chlorpromazine injection. Single pixel intensity line
plot between the yellow arrowheads shows vertices maintain enrichment of E-cad.
(D) Quantification of normalized vertex intensities in control and chlorpromazine-
injected embryos for E-cad:GFP (blue) and Gap43: mCh (red) over all vertices
and time points in the last 5 min before the most contracted state (control: 87662
vertex time points; chlorpromazine: 60935 vertex time points. (E) Time series of
chlorpromazine-injected E-cad:GFP embryo shows vertex (yellow arrowhead) that
does not fluctuate in intensity. (F) Averaged standard deviation over time for
each vertex’s intensity ratio (n = 3188 control and n = 1934 chlorpromazine vertex
trajectories). Scale bars are 3 mm. The data shown in (B, D, F,) represent mean
± s.e.m. Statistical tests were done by Student’s t-test. *** denotes p<0.0001.
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E-cadherin at the plasma membrane should disrupt vertex displacement. To test
this, endocytosis was inhibited by injecting embryos with a small-molecule
inhibitor, chlorpromazine [41]. This increased the total amount of E-cadherin at
cell vertices and interfaces compared to control embryos; additionally, cells
maintained a vertex-associated enrichment of E-cadherin throughout GBE
(Fig. 3.7C and D). Importantly, endocytic inhibition prevented E-cadherin from
oscillating to a lower enrichment state (Fig. 3.7E and F). Although E-cadherin
dynamics were disrupted, oscillations in cell areas still occurred. However, under
these conditions there was virtually no difference between the theoretical isotropic
length change and the observed length changes for either vertical or transverse
interfaces (Fig. 3.8). To account for the possibility that vertex sliding is reduced
due to other effects of endocytic inhibition, measurements were also made of length
changes in E-cadherin overexpressing embryos and found that length ratcheting is
also reduced. Vertices in Ubiquitin-E-cadherin:GFP overexpressing embryos had
displacements that were reduced by 41% as compared to control embryos (data
not shown). Thus, stabilizing E-cadherin prevents vertex sliding and uncouples the
ratcheted motion of individual vertices from the motive oscillations in cell area.
This further suggests that increased E-cadherin levels restrict vertex sliding, and
supports a model in which E-cadherin enrichment at the end of an apical area
oscillation serves as a ratchet that stabilizes vertices post-sliding.
3.1.6 Cell-specific Phase Anisotropy Drives Vertex Displacements
Since vertices receive molecular and mechanical inputs from three different cells
(Fig. 3.9B), new approaches to study vertex motion with respect to the phases of
all three involved cells were needed. To do so, the displacement of a given vertex
was decomposed into two independent components: one tangential and one radial
to the cell center (Fig. 3.9A’, cyan and blue lines, respectively). Since radial
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Figure 3.8: Length analyses for chlorpromazine injected embryos (n = 219
vertical junctions). Data are from five embryos (control) and three embryos
(chlorpromazine) and the first 20 min of cell intercalation. Scale bars are 3 mm.
The data shown in represent mean ± s.e.m.
displacement would be expected from isotropic area contraction, productive sliding
displacements were defined as cell-tangential motions (Fig. 3.9A’, cyan). This was
then plotted against the phases of each cell that share a common vertex,
permitting the measurement of the relative contribution of each cell to productive
vertex motion. When tangential displacement rates were plotted with the phases
of cells A and B (the two AP neighboring cells at a T1 interface, Fig. 3.9C’),
productive displacements occurred when both cells were contracting (Fig. 3.9C, C’,
E and E’). However, when the phases of cells A and C were examined, productive
displacements were the strongest during the coordinated expansion of cell C with
the contraction of cell A (Fig. 3.9D, D’, E, and E’). Strikingly, the magnitude of
displacement was much greater in this latter condition than in the first condition
(Fig. 3.9E and E’). This demonstrates that the phase of cell C is more predictive
of productive vertex sliding events than cells A or B, and provides a mechanism for
how anisotropic, radial force balance between three cells sharing a common vertex
could couple individual T1-associated vertex steps to cell area oscillations.
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Figure 3.9: (A) Illustration of cell undergoing anisotropic apical area contraction.
Red arrows represent inward contractile force. (A’) Illustration of vertex
displacement (red arrow) broken into tangential (cyan) and radial (dark blue)
motion. (B) Cell labeling scheme: cells A and B share a common vertical, T1
junction, while cells C and D are to the top and bottom of T1-associated vertices,
respectively. (C, D) Heat map of the tangential vertex displacement rate with
respect to the area phases of cells A and B (C) and cells A and C (D), (n = 171 T1
interfaces from five embryos). (C’, D’) Model schematics showing net displacement
of a vertex (orange arrow) when cells A and B are contracting in phase (C’), and a
greater net displacement if A and C are in opposite phases with A contracting and
C relaxing (D’). (E) Plot of the average rate of tangential vertex displacement for
cells A and B (blue) and cell C (green), the black horizontal lines show the max
and min levels of cells A and B. (E’) Quantitation of vertex displacement rates at
peak contraction and peak expansion (phases ± 90 degrees). Gray and blue shading
corresponds to gray and blue dashed lines in (E).
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Figure 3.10: E-cadherin is recruited to T1-associated vertices in a phase dependent
manner. (A) Illustration of vertex angle assignment used in (B, C). Ventral direction
is assigned as angle zero. Dashed lines separate regions associated with T1 vertices
(blue) and non-contracting vertices (green) angle categories. (B) Heat map of the
normalized E-cad:GFP intensity of vertices with respect to the angle of the vertex
and the cell area phase (n = 238 cells from three embryos). (C) Plot of average
normalized E-cad:GFP intensity for T1-associated and non-contracting vertices with
respect to area phase.
In light of this phase-correlated mechanical anisotropy, the question arose as to
whether the molecular properties of vertices also displayed symmetry-breaking
differences between AP and DV interface-associated vertices. To address this
question, E-cadherin intensities with respect to both area phase and vertex
position were examined (Fig. 3.10A). As before, there was strong increase in
E-cadherin intensity as cell areas contracted (Fig. 3.10B). Interestingly, this
correlation was observed specifically in vertices with polar angles near 90 degrees,
corresponding to vertices associated with T1 interfaces (Fig. 3.10B and C). Indeed,
only contractile, T1-associated vertices show the maximal intensity increases that
peak at the end of area contractions, while DV-associated vertices experienced
reduced E-cadherin recruitment (Fig. 3.10B and C). Stabilizing E-cadherin by
disrupting endocytosis reduced the correlation between area phase and vertex
movements, again consistent with E-cadherin dynamics directing productive vertex
sliding events. These results demonstrate that E-cadherin is specifically recruited
to contracting vertices during apical cell area oscillations and suggest a mechanism
to achieve anisotropic stabilization of vertex movements.
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3.1.7 Myosin II Directs Phasic E-cadherin Enrichment at Cell
Vertices
Previous work has shown that medial Myosin II networks flow towards cell
interfaces, and locally cluster E-cadherin for endocytic uptake [49, 41]. This raised
the question as to whether medial Myosin II networks could similarly influence the
localization and dynamics of E-cadherin at vertices. Simultaneous imaging of
Myosin II:mCherry and E-cad:GFP revealed that, in addition to its previously
described junctional and medial populations, Myosin II is highly, and dynamically,
enriched at vertices (Fig. 3.11A-A”). This unexpected population of Myosin II
exhibited a strong colocalization with vertex-associated E-cadherin (Fig. 3.11A
and A’). Furthermore, systematic quantitation of vertex Myosin II and vertex
E-cadherin demonstrated a strong cross-correlation, showing that the dynamics of
enrichment of both proteins are temporally coupled (Fig. 3.11B). Interestingly, this
cross-correlation function also revealed a slight temporal offset, with Myosin II
becoming enriched at vertices about 3.3 seconds before E-cadherin (Fig. 3.11B).
Similar to E-cadherin (Fig. 3.10B), phase-based analysis of Myosin II indicated an
enrichment during periods of cell area contraction that is polarized to T1
associated vertices (Fig. 3.11C and C’). However, these dynamics again subtly
preceded those of E-cadherin (compare Fig. 3.11C and C’ and Fig. 3.10B and C).
As was previously described for interfaces [49], live imaging of individual cell
behaviors showed that approximately 50% of medial Myosin II flows moved toward
vertices, resulting in vertex enrichment (Fig. 3.11D, E). Taken together, these
observations show that Myosin II dynamics at vertices are similar to, but
temporally precede, those of E-cadherin, and suggest a role for Myosin II in
clustering E-cadherin at vertices. This additionally provides a potential
mechanistic link between apical cell area oscillations and fluctuations in
E-cadherin intensities at cell vertices.
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Figure 3.11: (A) Live imaging of Myosin II (mCh:Sqh, red) and E-cad:GFP (green)
embryos during GBE. (A’) Single pixel intensity line plot between arrowheads shown
in (a). (A”) Quantification of Myosin II (mCh:Sqh) and E-cad:GFP vertex intensity
ratios (n = 44356 vertex time points). (B) Cross-correlation of the rate of change
of intensity ratios for E-cad versus Myosin II (n = 800 vertices). (C) Heat map of
the normalized Myosin II vertex intensity with respect to the vertex angle and area
phase, n = 238 cells from three embryos. (C’) Plot of average normalized Myosin II
intensity for vertical and horizontal vertices with respect to area phase. (D) Time
sequence showing medial Myosin II flows (yellow arrowheads) toward vertices in
merged images. (E) Quantification of Myosin II (mCh:Sqh) flow destinations. The
frequency shows the number of each myosin flow events per cell per min. (n = 30
cells and 537 Myosin II flows in three embryos, n.s., not significant). Data are from
three embryos. Scale bars in (A) are 10 µm (left) and 3 µm (right). Scale bar in
(D) is 3 µm. *** denotes p<0.0001. Statistical tests were done by Student’s t-test.
(A”, E) Mean ± s.e.m are shown.
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To investigate if Myosin II is required for vertex-associated E-cadherin
behaviors, Myosin II was functionally disrupted by injection of the Rok inhibitor
Y-27632. Injection of a high concentration of Y-27632 (100mM) disrupted
E-cadherin enrichment to cell vertices, as well as E-cadherin dynamics (Fig. 3.12A,
C, and E). Additionally, analysis of sqhAX mutant embryos produced a similar
defect in vertex-associated E-cadherin. The phenotype of Y-27632 injected
embryos was dose dependent, as injection of a lower concentration (25mM
Y-27632) preserved an enrichment of E-cadherin at cell vertices (Fig. 3.12B). In
this background, however, E-cadherin was not significantly polarized to T1
associated vertices, and it lacked cycles of vertex enrichment (Fig. 3.12D, F, and
G). As a consequence, vertex displacement was severely disrupted in Y-27632
injected embryos at both concentrations (Fig. 3.12H and I). Interestingly, although
productive vertex displacements are observed (Fig. 3.12H and I, red areas), these
displacements are offset by backwards displacements (Fig. 3.12H and I, blue
areas). These results are consistent with Myosin II functioning upstream of the
ratchet-like behavior of E-cadherin at vertices. It is additionally important to note
that cell area oscillations are highly disrupted in Y-27632 injected embryos, and
that the observed lack of E-cadherin dynamics could represent a disruption of
coupling between vertex populations of E-cadherin and medial
actomyosin-dependent area oscillations. Either way, these results are consistent
with a functional role for Myosin II in clustering E-cadherin at vertices and
directing the stabilization of productive sliding movements.
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Figure 3.12: E-cad:GFP image of cell and single pixel intensity line plot between
arrowheads for 100 mM (A) and 25 mM (B) Y-27632 injection. (C,D) Heat map and
plot of the normalized E-cad:GFP intensity at vertices with respect to the angle of
the vertex and the area phase for 100 mM (c, n = 409 cells) and 25 mM (d, n = 363
cells) Y-27632 injection. (E) Quantification of vertex-to-junction intensity ratios
measured for each vertex and each frame of 5 min during GBE (n = 86939 vertex
time points). (F) Time sequence of images showing loss of E-cad:GFP dynamics at
vertices in 25 mM Y-27832 injected embryos. (G) The averaged standard deviation
over time for each vertex’s intensity ratio. Control, n = 3188 vertex trajectories; 25
mM, n = 1868 vertex trajectories. (H, I) Heat map of tangential vertex motion rates
versus the phases of cell A and cell B (left) and cell A and cell C (right) for 25 mM
(H) and 100 mM (I) Y-27632 injection. (H) n = 175 junctions. (I) n = 220 junctions.
Control data from three embryos, Y-27632 25 mM from three embryos, and Y-27632
100 mM from three embryos. Scale bars are 3 µm. *** denotes p<0.0001. (E, G)
Mean ± s.e.m are shown.
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3.2 GBE Along the Apical-Basal Axis and T2-T3
Processes
Individual length time courses of T1 processes are very dynamic; instead of
continuous sustained contraction or elongation, there are variable contraction and
elongation steps mixed with sustained periods of stable interface lengths. Due to
this variability, it is essential to average a large number of interfaces in order to
gain insight into typical transition dynamics. Since the individual transitions are
temporally staggered within the tissue over the course of several minutes, this was
achieved by aligning all recorded individual interface transition measurements
relative to their respective T2 time points (see Fig. 3.13A and B and Methods
section 2.3.1). In the averaged aligned individual length trajectories (Fig. 3.13C,
blue curves), the interface lengths are initially stable before they proceed through
full contraction in T1 within 12 minutes; similarly, the final stable length of the
new T3 interface is also reached within about 12 minutes of elongation. In order to
quantify how the contraction phase in T1 and the elongation phase in T3
contribute to the ultimate goal of tissue elongation, a local tissue extension metric
was introduced that quantifies the effective ‘convergent extension’ of the local
neighborhood of the interface of interest (see Methods Fig. 2.8) by calculating the
ratio between effective horizontal and vertical cell neighbor distances (Fig. 3.13C,
green curves). It was found that the AP interface contraction phase during T1
contributes only about a third of the functional extension, while two thirds is
produced during the elongation of the new horizontal interface during T3. This
suggests that, mechanistically, the contraction phase can be thought of as a
priming or nucleation step, whose primary purpose is not to produce significant
tissue extension per se, but to create the higher-order vertices whose subsequent
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resolution into the desired direction is the primary mechanism for tissue
elongation.
Through examining the 5 minutes immediately before and after T2 formation
more closely (Fig. 3.13C, right panel), there were two additional features of interest:
First, the average rates of T1 contraction and T3 elongation are strikingly similar;
this is somewhat unexpected because the prevailing mechanistic model suggests
that contraction and elongation are driven by physically and molecularly completely
distinct mechanisms. In addition, it is notable that there is no visible ‘saddle’
of the length time course at the T2 configuration at t=0 (instead, the slope even
appears to increase in the vicinity of T2); this suggests that once interfaces have fully
contracted, the elongation of the new interface can proceed without any required
minimum waiting period in the T2 configuration.
3.2.1 Leading Layer Behaviors Occurs Throughout the
Apical-Basal Axis
Planar-polarized Myosin II structures are enriched at cell-cell boundaries near
adherens junctions and in the apical cell cortex [50, 19, 49]. Given this localization
pattern, if contraction of these structures is the driver for AP interface contraction,
then one would expect interface remodeling to be initiated at the apical end of cells,
and to propagate from there along the apical-basal axis. To test this hypothesis, T1
transitions in 4D movies (x, y, z, and t) were taken at 0.2Hz (5s between individual
z-stacks) with cross-sections starting just below the apical cap spaced 2 µm apart,
spanning 12 µm basally. The time lag between individual cross-sections of the same
z-stack was 0.27s. Tracking the interface length in each layer (Fig. 3.14A), allowed
identification of the ‘leading layer’ at each time point, i.e., the depth along the
apical-basal axis in which contraction or elongation of the interface had progressed
the furthest (see Methods section 2.3.3). It was observed that both apical and basal
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Figure 3.13: (A) Sample transition from T1 configuration to T3 configuration;
AP neighbors (red) are designated as cells A and B, and DV neighbors (green)
are designated as cells C and D. (B) Interface length time course for the sample
cells shown in (A) where the red highlighted region corresponds to the length of
the contracting T1 junction and the green highlighted region to the elongating
T3 junction (negative values are assigned to T3 lengths for graphical purposes).
Red arrows indicate the time points corresponding to the cell configurations in A.
(C) Average of length traces aligned to the T2 time point (blue trace, plotted on
left axis) and corresponding extension metric (green trace, plotted on right axis).
Left: Average of interface trajectories with minimum length of 15 min either pre-T2
(n=37) or post-T2 (n=40); Right: Zoom-in corresponding to red bounded region in
left panel; average of interface trajectories that were continuous from 5 min pre-T2
to 5 min post-T2 (n=147). Length dynamics are similar in T1 and T3.
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layers can act as leading layers during T1 and T3, and that the leading layer can
switch from apical to basal on the timescales of minutes within the same interface.
In the sample trajectory in Fig. 3.14A, there are two examples of cross-over events
(see arrows), one around the 7 minute mark, where the most basal layer overtakes
the most apical layer in contraction, and another instance around the 13 minute
mark, where the apical layer overtakes the most basal layer in elongation. This
example shows that the apical layer can precede (or lag behind) the most basal
layer by ≈ 2 mins or more (in the example shown in Fig. 3.14A this is visible during
the minutes immediately following the indicated cross-over events).
Systematic examination of the leading layer at the T2 time point revealed that
T2 is initiated in the apical layer in only about 34% of the interfaces (Fig. 3.14A
right panel) and that about 44% of the interfaces first reach T2 configuration at a
z-depth of 8 µm or more. This result does not support an exclusive role for the
apical side of the cells in driving the progression of contraction. The contribution
of apical and basolateral layers in T1 transitions was quantified by identifying the
leading layer for all available T1 transitions as a function of time (Fig. 3.14B). It was
observed that during the time window between about 13.5–10 minutes before T2,
the fraction of apically leading interfaces increases rapidly from around 40% to about
60%, which indicates that the ongoing contraction during this time period has to be
preferentially initiated from the apical side. However, the apical contribution peaks
at approximately 9 min before T2, and the fraction of basolaterally leading interfaces
increases steadily for the rest of the T1 phase, indicating that ongoing contraction
during this time period has to be preferentially initiated from the basolateral side.
A few minutes into T3 configuration, the apical and basolateral fractions reach
a plateau, which indicates that new elongation events during this period initiate
apically and basolaterally with approximately equal probabilities. Thus, a preference
for apical initiation can only be found in a transient phase during the earliest stage
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Figure 3.14: (A) Interface length time courses for all layers in a z-stack. Trace
color corresponds to z-depth. Histogram indicates the number of events where the
specified depth layer is the leading layer at T2 (n=197 transitions, k=4 embryos,
average and STD error over embryos). (B) The average frequency over time with
respect to the T2 time in which the apical (blue trace) and basolateral (red trace)
layers leads in terms of interface length (mean is the average over the 4 movies,
shaded regions are standard deviations).
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of GBE (which contributes only a small fraction of the total length contraction of T1
interfaces), while the majority of the T1 contraction phase sees a slight preference for
basolateral initiation, and T3 elongation events are about equally weighted between
apical and basolateral.
3.2.2 Length and Area Changes Propagate Along Apico-Basal Axis
To examine spatiotemporal dynamics of remodeling quantitatively, interface
length and cell area gradients (for time shift of 25s) were extracted for all available
time points and across all z-layers in each T1 process. In the length gradient (see
heat map in Fig. 3.15 top panel), there is a distinct striped pattern indicating
length contraction and elongation ‘pulses’; similar cycles of shrinkage and
stabilization were observed by [49]. Importantly, as discussed previously, both
positive and negative slopes in these stripes were observed that indicate
propagation from the basal to apical and vice versa, where the slope of the stripes
corresponds to the propagation velocity in z-direction. Similar propagating pulse
properties were observed in the area gradients of the participating cells (Fig. 3.15
middle and lower panel show the average gradient of the two participating AP
neighbors and of the two participating DV neighbors), consistent with area
oscillations observed by [20].
3.3 The Role of Rab35 in GBE
3.3.1 Rab35 Behaviors are Enhanced at AP Interfaces
Rab35, as shown by a YFP:Rab35 transgene, displays striking compartmental
behaviors at interfaces between AP neighboring cells during cell intercalation
(Fig. 3.16A and B). Prior to cell intercalation, Rab35 is present at low levels at the
plasma membrane (Fig. 3.16A, left panel). However, once GBE has initiated,
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Figure 3.15: Heat map representations of the length gradient (top) and the relative
area gradients of the average of cells A and B (middle) and cells C and D (bottom)
(designation of cells A-D as in Fig. 3.13A).
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Figure 3.16: Planar polarized Rab35 compartments associate with AP interfaces
during periods of active interface contraction. (A, B) Time-lapse images of embryo
expressing YFP:Rab35. All images, anterior is to the left and ventral is down.
a YFP:Rab35 compartments localize to AP cell interfaces after GBE begins (right
image). (B) Representative images depicting the life cycle of a Rab35 compartment:
initiation of YFP:Rab35 compartment (0 s), growth phase (28 s), maximum
compartment size (37 s), shrinkage (109 s), and compartment termination (118 s).
(C) Rab35 compartments occur more frequently at AP interfaces. Compartment
density plotted as a function of binned interfaces angles in the germband (n = 611
compartments). Quantification in (C) was performed by Roopa Madhu.
spherical and tubular Rab35 compartments form at the plasma membrane, grow
for 1–2 min, and then terminate and disappear from the plasma membrane
(Fig. 3.16A, right panel, and B). Rab35 compartmental behaviors are planar
polarized, with 57% of measured compartments present at interfaces ranging
within 30 degrees of the vertical axis (AP interfaces), while only 11% of
compartments were present at interfaces within 30 degrees of the horizontal axis
(DV interfaces) (Fig. 3.16C; quantification performed by Roopa Madhu).
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Figure 3.17: Rab35 promotes progressive interface contraction required for cell
intercalation. (A, B) Still frames of embryos expressing a cell outline marker (Resille:
GFP) injected with control dsRNA (Rhodopsin3, Rh3, A) or Rab35 dsRNA (B). In
control-injected embryo, the AP interface (yellow line) has fully contracted after 5
min. (B) In the Rab35 knockdown embryo, the AP interface (yellow line) undergoes
an initial contraction (middle panel) but reverses itself. After 5 min the interface
shows no net contraction (right panel). (C, D) Frequency of n-sided cells during
germband extension in control Rh3 dsRNA and Rab35 dsRNA embryos (n = 74
and 83 cells, respectively). Germband extension initiates as a primarily hexagonal
lattice in both control and Rab35 dsRNA embryos. In control embryos, the number
of six-sided cells rapidly decreases, while the number of alternatively sided cells
increases as convergent extension movements occur. In Rab35 dsRNA embryos,
there is a slight initial decrease in hexagonal cell number, before cell topologies
return to the initial configuration.
3.3.2 Rab35 is Required for Progressive Interface Contraction
Next, this study examined the effect of disrupting Rab35 function on cell
topologies and neighbor relationships during GBE. In Rab35 compromised
embryos, cell intercalation was deeply disrupted (Fig. 3.17A and B). The epithelial
sheet maintains a primarily hexagonal configuration, with little evidence of
neighbor exchange (Fig. 3.17A–D; see Methods section 2.4.5).
In Rab35 dsRNA-injected embryos during the early phase of cell intercalation,
it was found that the overall contraction of AP interfaces was deeply compromised,
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Figure 3.18: Rab35 promotes progressive interface contraction required for cell
intercalation. (A–C) Rab35 dsRNA embryos have a decrease in productive interface
contractions with reduced MSDs (A), a near absence of the active MSD component
(B), and decreased diffusive component (C). n = 286 (control) and 139 (Rab35
dsRNA) cells. (D, E) Oscillations in apical area still occur in Rab35 dsRNA embryos
(D), with an amplitude similar to control Rh3 dsRNA-injected embryos (E). n =
631 (control) and 340 (Rab35 dsRNA) cells. Student’s t-test, ***P < 0.0005. Error
bars indicate standard error. Scale bar is 2.5 microns
with decreased active motion components as determined from mean squared
displacement analysis (Fig. 3.18A–C; Methods section 2.4.2). However, when
individual AP interfaces were examined in Rab35-disrupted embryos, wobble-like
behaviors were often observed in which initial periods of interface shortening
occurred, but were then followed by a re-lengthening of the interface (Fig. 3.17B).
Oscillations in apical area still occur, and the amplitude of these oscillations is
similar to that observed in control-injected embryos (Fig. 3.18D and E).
In order to examine the wobble-like behaviors in Rab35-disrupted embryos
more closely, an automated step-detection algorithm was used to detect periods of
directed movement. AP interfaces in Rab35 compromised embryos still undergo
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steps with the same frequency, duration, and size as in control embryos
(Fig. 3.19A–D). However, contractile steps in Rab35-disrupted embryos are often
followed by steps with a positive displacement (Fig. 3.19B inset, E). Due to these
reversals, the net stepped distance is much lower in Rab35 compromised embryos
(Fig. 3.19F). These results are consistent with Rab35 functioning as a ratcheting
module that directs progressive shortening of AP interfaces in response to apical
area oscillations.
3.3.3 Rab35 Functions in a Conserved Cell-Shaping Mechanism
Finally, the invaginating mesoderm was analyzed to determine whether Rab35
directs a common contractile mechanism in the generation of cell shapes.
Invagination of the mesoderm in the early Drosophila embryo occurs through the
formation of a ventrally located furrow [40, 61]. Furrow formation is driven by
constriction of the apical epithelial surface, a process that relies on radially
polarized actomyosin behaviors [16, 21, 43, 44]. Here, too, it was found that Rab35
displays compartmental behaviors at the cell surface. Rab35 compartments form
at the apical end of cells undergoing apical constriction in the ventral furrow
(Fig. 3.20A). However, Rab35 compartmental behaviors, while polarized in the
apical-basal axis, do not demonstrate planar polarities (Fig. 3.20B) and are
enriched apically and not at interfaces. Rab35 compartments are therefore
specifically polarized to shrinking cell surfaces in cells undergoing cell intercalation
or apical constriction in the early embryo. Rab35 function is required for
mesoderm invagination, as ventral furrow formation fails in embryos injected with
Rab35 dsRNA. Additionally, rates of apical constriction are greatly reduced in
embryos in which Rab35 function has been compromised (Fig. 3.20C and D).
These results reveal a common direction of Rab35 to shrinking cell surfaces as well
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Figure 3.19: (A, B) Individual AP interface length plots in control Rh3 (A) and
Rab35 dsRNA (B) embryos. Automated step detection indicates periods of active
interface length change (shaded regions). A control interface progressively contracts
within 8 min (A), while a Rab35 dsRNA interface undergoes active contractile steps
followed by lengthening reversals (B, inset). After nearly 30 min, the AP interface is
still preserved in Rab35 dsRNA embryo. (C, D) The histogram of duration (C) and
box plot of duration (D) of active stepping is similar in control and Rab35 dsRNA
embryos. n = 2990 (control) and 2536 (Rab35 dsRNA) steps. (E, F) Contractile
steps are often reversed by positive stepping in Rab35 dsRNA embryos (E) producing
a decrease in net displacement (F). n = 328 (control) and 340 (Rab35 dsRNA)
interfaces. Error bars indicate standard error. Student’s t-test, *** P < 0.0005
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as a requirement for Rab35 function in shaping epithelial cell behaviors during
development.
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Figure 3.20: Rab35 compartments represent a common contractile mechanism.
(A) Rab35 compartments form at contractile surfaces in cells undergoing apical
constriction. Time-lapse images of an embryo expressing YFP:Rab35 during ventral
furrow formation. (B) Rab35 compartments form on the medial-apical cell surface
away from cell-cell interfaces. (C) Plot of percent apical area contraction from
automated analysis of ventral furrow cells in control (blue, n = 226 cells) and
Rab35 (green, n = 313 cells) dsRNA embryos. (D) Reduction in area rate changes
and decreased apical contraction in Rab35 dsRNA embryos compared to control
embryos. Student’s t-test, ***P < 0.0005. Error bars indicate standard error. Scale




4.1 Uncoupled Vertex Sliding
In summary, radial force coupling drives ratchet-like contractions of AP
interfaces. The data shown introduces a new functional unit capable of regulating
cell topologies — tricellular vertices. A new mechanism driving cell shape
remodeling was identified, in which tricellular vertices slide laterally in response to
medial force generation (Fig. 4.1). Much of the previous focus in studying
intercalary behaviors has been on changes in cell adhesion and force generation at
cell interfaces [4, 5, 19, 50, 49, 33, 17, 13, 46]. While higher line tensions at AP
interfaces clearly exist and direct distinct aspects of intercalary cell behaviors
(such as interface alignment along the DV axis, recoil velocities upon laser
ablation, and boundary element behaviors), it will be interesting to further explore
the mechanisms regulating tricellular vertex function [50, 19, 63]. As vertices are
connected to three (or more) interfaces as well as the radial coupling reported on
here, their displacement will rely on the summed total of these local force
contributions. Some of the mechanisms may involve the endocytic uptake of
plasma membrane and adhesion proteins at interfaces which have been recently
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described [41, 32]. These molecular models of regulated adhesion are not
necessarily dependent on line tensions, and could contribute to the biases in lateral
vertex displacements, in particular tangential directions. Although the data
presented here argues against a predominant function of interface-spanning line
tensions in directing interface contraction, local regions of either medial- or
interface-associated Myosin II are likely to impact vertex displacements as well.
Indeed, although E-cadherin and Myosin II are primarily located at cell vertices
early in GBE, by mid-GBE interface localization of both significantly strengthen
and is consistent with interface as well as radial contributions to vertex
displacements. Thus, cell vertices are well positioned to integrate the many
different force-generating networks that will ultimately determine changes in cell
shape and topology.
These results show that intercellular adhesion dynamics are required for vertex
movement. Under conditions in which E-cadherin exhibited greater enrichment
and/or stability than is present in wild-type embryos, AP and transverse interface
lengths oscillated identically, suggesting that cell vertices were unable to slide
productively due to increased adhesive stability. Stabilizing E-cadherin was
achieved by inhibiting endocytosis [41], and suggests that endocytic events may
underlie the dispersion phase of E-cadherin dynamics at cell vertices. Given that
endocytic pathways centered on asymmetric planar behaviors of Clathrin,
Dynamin, and Rab35-dependent functions have been previously identified [41, 32],
it will be interesting to further explore if these same pathways function at or near
cell vertices to direct E-cadherin dynamics, and whether endocytosis at vertices or
at interfaces is more responsible for vertex E-cadherin redistribution. However, one
interesting implication of this work is that these endocytic pathways should alter
the balance of adhesion on either side of a vertex, potentially through the uptake
of E-cadherin adhesion molecules, but the combined length of T1 and transverse
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Figure 4.1: Model for vertex-directed changes in cell topologies. As a cell adjacent to
a vertex along the AP axis contracts (gray arrows), and the adjacent cell along the
DV axis expands (blue arrows), the vertex experiences a cumulative asymmetric
force, causing it to slide along the interface (middle row, cyan line). At the
molecular level, medial Myosin II flows consolidate E-cadherin at cell vertices post-
vertex sliding, resulting in a local increase in adhesive stability. This is coordinated
with oscillations in apical cell area, which ensures progressive, non-reversible vertex
displacements (bottom). Gray shading indicates a contractile phase; blue indicates
expansion.
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interfaces would remain largely unchanged. This again suggests that the
positioning of cell vertices will reflect the combined activities of contractile and
adhesion elements that are located directly at the vertex as well as in local regions
near the vertex. It also underlines the importance of cell vertices, and suggests a
primary importance of vertices in determining cell topologies, which is further
indicated by the strong enrichments of E-cadherin and Myosin II at cell vertices
during early GBE. Regardless, it will require additional work to tease apart the
contributions of E-cadherin stabilization and turnover pathways at cell vertices
versus cell interfaces.
As cells contract their apical area, E-cadherin and Myosin II are preferentially
recruited to AP vertices to provide the adhesive force necessary to stabilize vertex
position and interface length during area relaxation. This, as well as anisotropy in
cell area oscillations and local imbalances in interface-associated forces [49, 20, 54],
are likely responsible for enforcing the directionality of intercalation. The results
also suggest that, while radial forces in cells sharing a contracting AP interface are
important for vertex displacement, vertex displacement has the strongest
correlation with expansive motion in the adjacent, DV oriented cells. This is
intriguing, and suggests a homology to recent results during interface extension in
which the adjacent cells provide motive force for extension rather than the cells
that share the newly growing interface [13, 31]. At the molecular level, AP vs DV
anisotropy at the level of vertices could be a result of stress anisotropy and a
mechanosensory feedback loop. Alternatively, vertices may also experience
differentially positioned signaling networks, allowing for Myosin II and E-cadherin
vertex enrichment.
While the planar sliding behaviors described here are a novel mechanism
underlying intercalary behaviors, it is also interesting to note that a similar
adherens junction sliding behavior has been observed during three dimensional
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epithelial folding events as well as during cell ordering in the Drosophila notum
[68, 69, 14]. In the formation of the epithelial folds that occur on the dorsal
surface of the embryo in response to GBE, there is a basal shift in adherens
junction position in response to Rap1 signaling events [68, 69, 62]. It will be
intriguing to explore if a similar Rap1-dependent pathway operates on cell vertices
during cell intercalation. It is also highly interesting that, in the Drosophila pupal
notum, a similar conservation of total junctional lengths, referred to as ‘continuous
neighbor exchange’ has been observed [14]. It may well be that the repositioning of
junctional/vertex elements will represent a new and conserved paradigm in how
cell topologies are re-shaped during development.
There is a growing body of work on tricellular vertices as unique epithelial
structures. Previous studies have shown that cell vertices possess important
molecular characteristics capable of coordinating complex cell morphologies
[59, 47, 56, 29, 5, 8]. Indeed, recent work has shown that tricellular junctions act
as key sensors of cell shape that serve as landmarks to orient epithelial cell
divisions [7], and intestinal stem cells require tricellular function to maintain
appropriate homeostatic levels [52]. This suggests that vertices represent unique
domains of the cell surface and that tricellular vertices have a special role as
centers of functional signaling and physical networks within epithelial sheets.
4.2 GBE Along the Apico-Basal Axis and T2-T3
Processes
It is notable that similar and symmetric behavior was observed for contraction
in T1 and elongation in T3. In the prevailing line tension model, T1 interface
contraction is caused by active planar-polarized actomyosin contraction, while
subsequent elongation of newly formed T3 interfaces is the result of elastic
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relaxation of the cell shape, i.e. these processes are currently thought to occur
through molecularly and mechanically completely distinct processes. As a result,
there would be no compelling reason that the time constants for contraction and
elongation to be similar. Thus, the symmetry of T1 and T3 behavior observed
suggests to us that the mechanisms could be more similar between T1 and T3 than
previously believed. The sliding vertex model could represent a feature of this
common mechanism, as cell boundaries remodel themselves in response to cell area
oscillations. Current research efforts are to apply the same analysis techniques
that were used to study vertices and lengths during T1 to the T3 process.
Due to the demonstrated central role of myosin, all mechanistic models for
GBE have postulated a special role for the apical cap, where most of the myosin is
concentrated and where a clear planar-polarized distribution of actomyosin
proteins exists. Thus, interface length contractions generated by the transient
increase of actomyosin-mediated AP line tension would be expected to initiate at
and propagate from the apical cap towards basal regions of the cell. However,
quantitative analysis failed to uncover an exclusive (or even strongly preferred)
role for the apical layer. Instead, it was observed that interface contractions and
elongations are initiated along the full length of the observable apical-basal axis
and propagate into both directions. In addition, the layer that ‘leads’ in
contraction/elongation can switch on the timescale of minutes between more apical
and more basal layers for the same interface.
For future directions, recently the Blankenship lab has been able to produce
imaging with greater signal to noise deeper towards the basal side of the epithelium.
Some preliminary work has shown that the tissue can be segmented accurately up to
about 20 microns deep or more. It will be interesting to reapply the same analysis
on this new data to see what is happening closer to the basal end during both
the T1-T2 and T2-T3 transitions. If there are two separate mechanisms at play
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on the apical and basal ends of the cell, an interesting question is how these two
mechanisms communicate with each other to ensure the same intercalary changes
are occurring. The result that T1 process sometimes lead basally seems to be in
agreement with the recent findings that rosettes sometimes lead basally [60] so it
would also be interesting to look at actin basally in T1 processes to see if similar
actin protrusions are occurring.
4.3 The Role of Rab35 in GBE
Changes in cell shape in many systems are driven by pulsatile processes that
initiate directed movement before cycling through periods in which the force
generating network reforms [53, 49, 20, 43, 58]. Previous work on ratcheting
function has concentrated on different actomyosin regimes governed by Myosin II
regulators such as Rho1 and Rok that trigger contraction and cell ratcheting [46].
Importantly, when Rab35 function is disrupted, apical cell areas maintain
oscillatory behaviors and AP interface lengths still undergo brief periods of
contraction. However, contractile periods are followed by reversals and interfaces
re-lengthen, producing a failure in interface shortening. This ‘wobble’ behavior is
consistent with Rab35 functioning as a ratchet ensuring unidirectional movement
during interface contraction.
Myosin II is found in several different populations within intercalating cells.
Transient, web-like Myosin II localizations are found in highly dynamic structures
in the apical/medial regions of epithelial cells, while more stable, cable-like
structures are present at cell junctions [4, 5, 49, 20]. Junctional Myosin II
enrichment is dependent on Rab35 function, and is required for the termination of
Rab35 compartments. However, the role of apical/medial actomyosin forces and
cell oscillations on Rab35 compartmental behaviors is less clear. It appears that
Rab35 compartments may require Myosin II medial ‘flows’ [49] to function as a
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polarizing cue, as Rab35 compartments become less planar polarized in the
absence of Myosin II function. One hypothesis is that cell oscillations produce
cycles of high and low tension during which Rab35 compartments can form as
infoldings of slackened plasma membrane that, when internalized, prevents
interface length from rebounding to the same length as was present prior to area
contraction (Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Model of Rab35-driven cell shape changes during cell intercalation.
(A) Cells undergo oscillatory periods of apical area constriction driven by medial
Myosin II (red). (B) Rab35 (blue) compartments take up excess plasma membrane
during periods of asymmetric tension generation. (C) Rab35 directs compartment
termination through the activity of junctional Myosin II (red) and endocytosis
(green) with membrane delivery to internal endosomal stores (purple). (D) AP
interfaces are shortened by the uptake of plasma membrane and/or E-cadherin
adhesion complexes (gray), preventing a reversal in interface length.
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Chapter 5
The Role of the Exocyst in
Cytokinesis
5.1 Introduction
Cytokinesis results in the physical separation of two daughter cells. Immediately
prior to cytokinesis, cells begin to elongate along the spindle axis, concomitant with
anaphase spindle elongation. To achieve such a fundamental remodeling of shape
and topology, cells martial multiple cytoskeletal and membrane trafficking pathways.
Contraction of an equatorial actomyosin ring is required for inward progression of
the cleavage furrow, and a further abscission process operates to fully separate the
daughter cells (Fig. 5.1). Processes that regulate membrane trafficking events are
also required for successful cytokinesis.
The following results demonstrate that funnel cakes (fun) and onion rings (onr)
encode the exocyst proteins Sec8 and Exo84, respectively. Dividing spermatocytes
mutant for either onr or fun display an exceptionally early defect in progression
of the cleavage furrow. Quantitative analysis suggests that rather than disrupting
gross membrane addition to the cell surface, these mutations specifically affect a
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Figure 5.1: The parent cell which starts out somewhat spherical begins to elongate
during anaphase. An actomyosin ring forms at the equator and contracts to create
a cleavage furrow. Finally, the cleave furrow pinches off resulting in two daughter
cells.
trafficking pathway required for both anaphase cell elongation and cleavage furrow
ingression.
5.2 Methods
The methods for this project can be broken down into two basic categories: 1)
The methods associated with segmenting cells from raw 3D image stacks over a
time series, and 2) the methods associated with measuring the relevant geometrical
properties of the cells and that of combining data from multiple cells to average
these properties. In this project there was a specific interest in the role of membrane
trafficking to the PM (plasma membrane) so one important parameter to measure
was the cell surface area, i.e., the amount of PM. Another parameter of interest in
cytokinesis is the cell volume because the ingression furrow could grow as a result
of decreasing volume while holding surface area constant. As such, any decrease
in volume would mean less additional surface area would be required to achieve
the same amount of furrow ingression. Another interest was in quantifying the cell
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shape changes that are commonly associated with cytokinesis: anaphase elongation
and furrow ingression. These properties were quantified using the aspect ratio to
measure elongation and a measure called the convex hull volume ratio (CHVR) to
quantify the amount of ingression. These parameters will be described in more detail
below.
5.2.1 Imaging
Time-lapse imaging of PLCδd-PH-GFP and β-Tub-GFP was performed on a
spinning disk confocal microscope from Zeiss and Solamere Technologies Group
with 63x/1.4NA objectives. PLCδd-PH-GFP is used to tag the plasma membrane
for the purpose cell segmentation and β-Tub-GFP tags microtubules to view spindles
for the purpose of identifying the stages of cytokinesis. Germline cells were imaged
after dissection and placement in Voltalef 10S oil. Live imaging was performed using
exposure settings of 250 msec and 4D image sets were acquired every 60 seconds
with a Z-interval of 1 micron.
5.2.2 3D Segmentation
Cells were segmented in 3D using a 3D seeded watershed algorithm developed
with the MATLAB image processing toolbox (Fig. 5.2). For the first frame of each
movie seeds had to be manually initialized. A seed was manually drawn for each
cell and the background in each Z-layer to construct 3D seeds. Using these seeds,
the 3D watershed algorithm was applied on the 3D Gaussian filtered image stack.
For each subsequent time frame, the new seeds were generated by propagating the
‘eroded’ segmentation results from the previous time frame. An erosion in 3D is a
morphological operation which essentially removes the outermost layer or surface of
a voxelated object by a specified amount; without erosion the seeds would overlap
with the surface of the cell in the next frame and lead to segmentation errors. On
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some occasions, as will be explained below, the erosion of the previous segmentation
still overlapped the cell surface and additional manual intervention was necessary.
There were a number of features in the images that posed challenges for the
watershed transform, however, the use of seeds helped overcome these issues. The
main types of issues faced were threefold. First, the GFP labeled not only the
plasma membrane (PM) of the cells but also the spindle apparatus which forms
during cytokinesis. It was often the case that the spindles were just as bright or
brighter than the PM. During furrow ingression the spindle density increases near
the furrow and appears to co-localize with the PM near the neck of the furrow.
To overcome this issue it was necessary, in many of the cases, to manually adjust
the boundaries of the seeds to cover the spindles and prevent the watershed surface
from ‘falling’ into the cell and onto the spindles. Second, occasionally the signal to
noise (S/N) ratio was very low in certain locations of the cell surface. The side of
the cell furthest from the microscope objective will, as a result of increased light
scattering, tend to have lower S/N. In some instances however, in z-layers close to
the objective there were parts of the membrane that had weaker signal, perhaps as
a result of lower local GFP concentrations. To handle these issues it was, again,
important to apply careful manipulation of seeds to make sure the segmentation
lines did not leak in or outside of the true cell surface location. Third and lastly, on
a few rare occasions there were small bright vesicle-like objects that were adjacent
to the outside of the cell membrane on some of the cells. These objects sometimes
caused the segmentation to protrude outside and essentially include the vesicle-like
object with the cell. Again, the solution to this problem was to ‘mask out’ the
object by covering the object (or most of the object) by the background seed. After
segmentation was complete the cell could be visualized in 3D using the MATLAB
isosurface function (Fig. 5.3).
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Figure 5.2: 2D cross-section of the seeded watershed transform results. (A) Raw
Image of a cell undergoing cytokinesis. (B) Gaussian filter applied to the image.
(C) Seeds (red regions) applied to the image to block interior spindles and exterior
features. (D) Segmentation lines (in red) overlaid on the filtered image.
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Figure 5.3: 3D segmentation results. (A-C) Still frames from time-lapse confocal
microscopy of wild-type (A), onr (B), and fun mutant (C) male germline cells
expressing PLCδd-PH-GFP and β-Tub-GFP (imaged simultaneously in single
channel). Cells are shown just prior to elongation (A, B, C), immediately before
ingression (A’, B’, C’), during ingression (A”, B”, C”), and after successfully
completing or failing to complete cytokinesis (A”’, B”’, C”’). (D-F) Representative
segmented and voxelized cells of wild-type (D), onr mutant (E), and fun mutant
(F) cells.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of voxelized object. As is often in the case in 3D imaging,
the z-resolution is lower than the x-y resolution resulting in anisotropic voxels. For
the data analyzed in this project the pixel size in the x and y dimensions (sx and
sy) is 0.166 µm and z-layers are acquired every 1 micron (sz = 1µm).
5.2.3 Volume and Surface Area Measurements
Measuring the volume of a 3D segmented object is a straightforward
computational task. The volume is simply the number of voxels (a 3D pixel) of the
segmented region multiplied by the volume of a single voxel. The pixel size in the
image data was 0.166 µm and the z-layers were imaged with a spacing of 1 µm so
the volume of a voxel would be 0.166µm × 0.166µm × 1µm = 0.0276µm3. The
anisotropic nature of the voxels made some other computations a little more
complicated as will be pointed out later.
To measure the surface area of a voxelized region the sum of all the ‘exposed’
voxel surfaces was taken, i.e. surfaces touching the background. Due to the
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anisotropic voxel shape (Fig. 5.4) lateral (x-z or y-z) surfaces have different areas
than x-y surfaces and therefore had to be counted differently. The method used to
identify and count the surface areas of these two distinct sizes of exposed surfaces
was to take the differential of the binary 3D image along the three different axes x,
y, and z. The differential along the x dimension, for example, yields a matrix with
values of +1 in locations where a 0 is followed by a 1 and values of −1 in locations
where 1 is followed by a 0 along the x-axis; these locations correspond to y-z
exposed surfaces which can then be counted, multiplied by their scale factor, and
added to the sum of x-z and x-y surface areas.
5.2.4 Aspect Ratio
The aspect ratio is defined as the length of the major axis divided by the length
of the minor axis (Fig. 5.5A). The major axis length in 3D was measured by finding
the maximum distance between any pair of surface positions of the cell. As the minor
axis length, the diameter of the larger sphere-like lobe of the cell was computed via
a 3D distance transform on the 3D binary image of the cell. With these definitions
for the major and minor axis length, a sphere will have an aspect ratio of 1, and two
just-touching spheres of equal radius will have an aspect ratio of 2. Since cells are
frequently deformed due to mechanical contact with neighboring cells, they generally
do not approximate spheres.
5.2.5 Convex Hull Volume Ratio
To quantify ingression of the furrow a metric called the convex hull volume ratio
(CHVR) was used. The convex hull of a set of points X is the smallest convex set
containing X. The convex hull may be visualized as the shape enclosed by a rubber
band stretched around a set of 2D coordinates X, or that of a rubber membrane if
X is a set of 3D coordinates (Fig. 5.5B). Thus, for a fully convex object the convex
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of two metrics that describe cell geometry: (A) the aspect
ratio and (B) the convex hull volume ratio (CHVR).
hull of the object is the equivalent to the object itself. The CHVR was defined as
the volume of the convex hull divided by the actual volume (i.e., the segmented
volume). By this definition the CHVR can be greater or equal to one: equal, in
cases where there are no concavities such as a sphere or an ellipsoid and greater
than 1 in cases where the cell has concavities such as that generated by a furrow.
It should be noted that there will be some small levels of concavities in cell surfaces
due to local external or internal forces or due to localization error of the surface,
however, these levels of concavity will be small compared to that of a cytokinetic
furrow. For an idealized example, the CHVR equals 1.25 for an object composed
of two equal sized spheres touching at a point, a situation similar to two daughter
cells after cytokinesis is complete. What a CHVR of 1.25 means is that the volume
of the concave space is 25% of the volume of the object.
5.2.6 Data Alignment
In order to average time-courses of multiple experiments for a given condition,
and to effectively compare wild-type, onr, and fun conditions with each other, cell
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shape measurements have to be aligned to a common ‘reference’ time point that
represents the initiation of cytokinesis. While the onr and fun mutants do not
undergo significant rate changes in volume, surface area, or CHVR that could
provide useful fiduciary markers for temporal alignment, it was observed that the
mutants still undergo a distinct initial increase of their aspect ratio, i.e., they show
a small but significant elongation, even in the absence of effective furrow ingression
(Fig. 5.3) . An automated algorithm was used to identify this ‘shoulder’ point of
the aspect ratio in each individual cell trace (Fig. 5.6B-D), and used as a reference
time point (representing t = 0) for subsequent temporal alignment.
Mathematically, the reference time point is the first time point at which the slope
of the forward 10 min time window increases by 20% (wild type) or 60% (mutants)
relative to the backward 10 min time window (Fig. 5.6A). This automated
alignment was in excellent agreement with manual alignment via observation of
spindle formation. In a few cases the automated method did not perform well and
in these cases our imager, Cayla Jewett, helped with finding the appropriate
alignment time by looking at the spindle dynamics.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 fun and onr Encode Drosophila Homologs of Exocyst
Complex Subunits
fun and onr were identified in a screen for mutations that disrupt cytokinetic
events in male germline cells [23]. Previous characterization of fun and onr
revealed that these mutations do not affect central spindle or F-actin ring
formation in dividing spermatocytes. Nonetheless, in fun and onr mutants,
cytokinesis fails at an early stage [23]. The funz1010 mutation was mapped to the
83C1;83C4 interval on chromosome III in the region of the Sec8 gene. Deficiency
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Figure 5.6: Data alignment for multiple cells. (A) Illustration of the time windows
(each 10 min) that are used to find significant changes in the aspect ratio and the
alignment time. (B-D) Examples showing the alignment times found for WT (B),
onr (C), and fun (D).
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mapping revealed that funz1010 failed to complement Df(3R)Exel6145 for the
male sterility and cytokinesis defects (Fig. 5.7A and B). Two lines of evidence
indicate that funz1010 is an allele of Drosophila Sec8. First, a 6.6 kb genomic
transgene containing the predicted Sec8 coding region, 1.0 kb of upstream
promoter sequence, and 1.9 kb of downstream sequence fully rescued the
cytokinesis defects in fun mutant male germline cells (Fig. 5.7B and D). Indeed,
100% of onion-stage spermatids from funz1010/Df(3R)Exel6145 males bearing a
single copy of the rescuing transgene possess a wild type 1:1 ratio of nuclei to
nebenkern (n = 102), compared with 0.8% in males of identical genotype devoid of
the transgene (n = 125). These results provide evidence that funz1010 represents a
mutation in the Sec8 gene.
While funz1010 disrupted functioning of the Sec8 exocyst subunit, the onr
mutation from the same phenotypic class of mutants [23] was previously shown to
affect the Exo84 exocyst subunit [6]. In short, the onrz4840 allele possesses a
nonsense mutation that is predicted to generate a truncated protein containing 581
of 672 amino acids [6]. Consistent with this, a 4.5 kb genomic transgene containing
the predicted Exo84 coding region, 1.5 kb of upstream promoter sequence, and 1
kb of downstream sequence fully rescued cytokinesis defects in onr mutant male
germline cells (Fig. 5.7C and E; 98.2% of onion-stage spermatids from
onrz4840/Df(3R)Espl3 hemizygous males bearing a single copy of the rescuing
transgene exhibit a wild-type 1:1 ratio of nuclei to nebenkern (n = 112), compared
to 0% in onr hemizygotes devoid of the transgene (n = 101).
5.3.2 Sec8 Localizes to the Equatorial Cortex
Localization of the exocyst complex protein Sec8 was analyzed in primary
spermatocytes from larval testes fixed with methanol-free formaldehyde (Fig. 5.8).
Staining of interphase primary spermatocytes with anti-Tubulin and anti-Sec8
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Figure 5.7: Rescue of fun and onr mutant cells by Sec8 and Exo84. (A)
Phase contrast microscopy of wild type, funz1010/Df(3R)Exel6145 mutant (B)
and onrz4840/Df(3R)Espl3 mutant (C) male germline cells. In fun and onr
mutant cells, cell division fails and multiple nuclei (white spherical objects) are
observed in association with enlarged nebenkern (black spherical objects). In wild-
type cells, single nuclei are found in association with nebenkern of approximately
equal size. A single copy of a transgene containing either genomic Sec8 (D) or
genomic Exo84 (E) rescues cytokinesis defects in funz1010/Df(3R)Exel6145 (D)
and onrz4840/Df(3R)Espl3 (E) mutant cells. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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antibodies revealed that Sec8 protein was diffuse throughout the cytoplasm and
enriched at the plasma membrane (Fig. 5.8). In dividing spermatocytes, while
localized to the plasma membrane, Sec8 was also enriched in a broad cortical area
at the cell equator and excluded from the poles (Fig. 5.8). During mid-telo-phase
and late telophase, Sec8 protein accumulated at the cortex, near the ingressing
furrow membrane (Fig. 5.8).
5.3.3 Failure in Elongation, Furrow Progression, and Membrane
Addition in onr and fun
The dynamics of cell size and shape in wild-type cells were very consistent
between cells. Wild-type volume did not change significantly during cytokinesis
(Fig. 5.9, p = 0.5297 when comparing wild-type cells at t = 0 to t =25 min).
Cytokinesis is therefore dependent on an increase in surface area (Fig. 5.9). For
the idealized geometry of a sphere dividing into two spheres of half the volume, the
increase in surface area would be approximately 26%. The wild-type data were in
good agreement with this percentage increase (26.1%), and the peak rate of
increase is approximately 63 µm2/min. The average aspect ratio increased by just
over 51.8%, and the average CHVR increased by 23% over the course of 25
minutes (Fig. 5.10). In contrast, onrz4840 mutant cells had a brief period where
surface area temporarily increased at a peak rate of 5.0 µm2/min, and surface
area increased by 1.3% over 25 minutes (Fig. 5.9). In funz1010 mutant cells, the
peak rate of surface area increase was 3.0 µm2/min, a rate similar to onr mutants
but over 20 times slower than wild type, and the total percent increase over 25
minutes was 2.0% (Fig. 5.9). Intriguingly, cell volume and surface area were nearly
identical in wild type, onr mutant, and fun mutant cells prior to the start cell
division, suggesting that there is not a general blockade of plasma membrane
trafficking in onr and fun mutants (Fig. 5.9). This also further suggests that
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Figure 5.8: Localization of Sec8 protein in wild-type primary spermatocytes.
Interphase and dividing spermatocytes were stained for Tubulin (green), Sec8 (red)
and DNA (blue). During interphase, Sec8 was mostly diffuse in the cytoplasm and
enriched at the plasma membrane (arrowheads). In dividing spermatocytes, Sec8
appeared enriched in a broad cortical band that encircled the midzone (arrows) and
was excluded from the poles.
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directed trafficking specifically during anaphase cell elongation and cytokinesis
may be an essential mediator of cell shape change.
An essential requirement for onr and fun function during anaphase cell
elongation and cytokinesis can also be observed by directly examining the aspect
ratio and the CHVR in these two mutants. In both mutants, the aspect ratio
initially displayed a slight increase but peaked at 1.5 in onrz4840 mutants and at
1.4 in funz1010 mutants before it then started to decline (as compared to 2.4 in
wild-type cells). Similarly, cleavage furrow progression was disrupted in onr and
fun mutant cells. Intriguingly, ingression of the cleavage furrow failed almost
immediately in spermatocytes lacking onr or fun function (Fig. 5.10). During this
process, the average CHVR reached a peak of 1.015 in onr mutants. Thus, on
average, the volume of the ingression furrow was at most 1.5% of the cell volume.
In fun mutant cells the CHVR peaked at 1.018. These results suggest that, in
vivo, Exo84 and Sec8 function is required for a core set of cell shape changes that
occur during cell division.
5.3.4 Build Up in Internal Membrane Stores and Golgi Bloating in
onr and fun Mutant Cells
Since surface area addition was defective in onr and fun mutant cells,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to analyze the ultrastructure of
spermatocyte cells to determine if internal membrane compartments were altered.
Intriguingly, onr and fun mutant cells displayed large accumulations of
cytoplasmic membranes (Fig. 5.11B and C). Indeed, parafusorial and astral
membranes appeared enlarged, fragmented and vacuolated in fun and onr mutant
dividing spermatocytes (Fig. 5.11B and C). Golgi compartments were also bloated
and vacuolated when fun (10/14 Golgi bodies, or 71%) or onr (10/10 Golgi bodies,
or 100%) functions were disrupted (Fig. 5.11K and L), as compared to wild type
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Figure 5.9: Quantitative computational analysis of surface area (A) and volume (B)
in wild-type (blue, n=8), onr mutant (red, n=10), and fun mutant (green, n=11)
cells. Left, lines are average values of wild-type, onr, and fun segmented cells.
Data from individual cells were aligned such that t = 0 is the start of anaphase
elongation, while arrowheads mark the initiation of cytokinesis in wild-type cells.
Right, quantitation of percent change from t = 0 to t = 25 min. Shaded region
indicates standard error; *p<0.0001, significantly different from control in the two-
sample Student t-test; n.s. = not significant, p>0.23.
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Figure 5.10: Quantitative computational analysis of aspect ratio (A) and convex
hull volume ratio (B) in wild-type (blue, n=8), onr mutant (red, n=10), and fun
mutant (green, n=11) cells. Left, lines are average values of wild-type, onr, and fun
segmented cells. Data from individual cells were aligned such that t = 0 is the start
of anaphase elongation, while arrowheads mark the initiation of cytokinesis in wild-
type cells. Right, quantitation of percent change from t = 0 to t = 25 min. Shaded
region indicates standard error; *p<0.0001, significantly different from control in
the two-sample Student t-test; n.s. = not significant, p>0.23.
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Figure 5.11: TEM showing parafusorial membranes (A-C), and Golgi bodies (J-L) in
fun and onr mutant spermatocytes. Parafusorial and astral membranes (arrows) are
enlarged, fragmented and vacuolated in fun (B) and onr (C) dividing spermatocytes.
Golgi bodies (asterisks) show vacuolated regions in fun (K) and onr (L) mutant
spermatocytes. Scale bars are 2 µm (A-C,J,K) or 500 nm (L).
(1/15 Golgi bodies, or 7%). These results are consistent with a failure in vesicle
trafficking to the cell surface required to mediate cell remodeling and elongation
during anaphase and cytokinesis.
5.4 Discussion
These results indicate that the exocyst complex is required for the major cell
shape changes that occur in dividing animal cells during anaphase and telophase.
Automated computational analysis of live Drosophila spermatocytes shows that
membrane addition correlates specifically with onset of anaphase cell elongation
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and that membrane addition peaks during early stages of cytokinetic furrow
ingression in wild-type cells. Spermatocytes carrying mutations in the Exo84 or
Sec8 proteins display a greatly reduced rate of surface area growth specifically at
anaphase and cytokinesis, indicating a requirement for exocyst complex function in
guiding plasma membrane expansion and remodeling in dividing cells. In
agreement with this hypothesis, TEM analysis of onr and fun spermatocytes
showed a massive build up of cytoplasmic astral membranes in dividing cells and
altered Golgi architecture in interphase primary spermatocytes, suggesting that
defective vesicular trafficking through these membrane compartments may result
in reduced membrane material for the surface area increase required during
anaphase cell elongation and cytokinesis.
These results indicate that a common membrane trafficking pathway may link
anaphase cell elongation and cytokinesis. Previous studies have shown a
fundamental connection between cell size and the extent of anaphase elongation
[25], suggesting that limits in cell size and available surface area may dictate the
degree to which elongation of the spindle at anaphase B can occur. The data
presented here also demonstrates that cell volume is conserved throughout
anaphase and cytokinesis. This implies that, due to geometric constraints, cell
surface area must increase as the cell adopts an elongated shape. Consistent with
this, surface area addition fails in cells mutant for onr or fun, and anaphase cell
elongation is also disrupted. A small change in aspect ratio is still observed in onr
and fun mutant spermatocytes, which might indicate that a limited reservoir of
excess membrane/elasticity exists in the plasma membrane at the beginning of
anaphase elongation. Alternatively, this may result from residual exocyst function
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